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Introduction

This project, which started on January 1, 2000, was funded by NASA Glenn Research Center for duration of one year. The deliverables of the project included the following tasks:

- **Study of QoS mapping** between the edge and core networks envisioned in the Next Generation networks will provide us with the QoS guarantees that can be obtained from next generation networks.

- **Buffer management** techniques to provide strict guarantees to real-time end-to-end applications through preferential treatment to packets belonging to real-time applications. In particular, use of ECN to help reduce the loss on high bandwidth-delay product satellite networks needs to be studied.

- **Effect of Prioritized Packet Discard** to increase goodput of the network and reduce the buffering requirements in the ATM switches.

- ** Provision of new IP circuit emulation services over Satellite IP backbones using MPLS will be studied.**

- Determine the architecture and requirements for internetworking ATN and the Next Generation Internet for real-time applications.

Progress

The work of this project has been reported in the following six papers/reports, as listed below. Copies of all the papers are attached to this final report.


**Presentations**

The investigators have presented their progress at two presentations at NASA Glenn Research Center. Copies of the slides from the presentation are attached to this final report.

**Conclusion**

The project has completed on time. All the objectives and deliverables of the project have been completed. Research results obtained from this project have been published in a number of papers in journals, conferences and technical reports.
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Abstract—The Internet was initially design for non real-time data communications and hence does not provide any Quality of Service (QoS). The next generation Internet will be characterized by high speed and QoS guarantee. The aim of this paper is to develop a prioritized early packet discard (PEPD) scheme for ATM switches to provide service differentiation and QoS guarantee to end applications running over next generation Internet. The proposed PEPD scheme differs from previous schemes by taking into account the priority of packets generated from different application. We develop a Markov chain model for the proposed scheme and verify the model with simulation. Numerical results show that the results from the model and computer simulation are in close agreement. Our PEPD scheme provides service differentiation to the end-to-end applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With quick emergence of new Internet applications, efforts are underway to provide Quality of Service (QoS) to the Internet. Differentiated Services (DS) is one of the approaches being actively pursued by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. It is based on service differentiation, and provides aggregate services to the various application classes. DS has defined three service classes. When running DS over ATM (which is implemented by many Internet service providers as their backbones), we need proper services mapping between them. Premium Service requires delay and loss guarantees, and hence can be mapped to the ATM Constant Bit Rate (CBR) service. Assured Service only requires loss guarantees and hence it can be mapped to ATM Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) service. Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit set to zero. The Best Effort service does not require any loss or delay guarantee and can be mapped to the ATM UBR service with CLP bit set to one.

It has been shown that Internet may loss packets during high load periods, even worse is that it may suffer congestion collapse [6], [7]. Packets loss means all of the resources they have consumed in transit are wasted. When running DS over ATM, packets loss may lead to more serious results. Because messages will be break into small fix size packet (call cells), one packet loss will lead to the whole message be transmitted again [8]. This makes the congestion scenario even worse. Transmitting useless incomplete packets in a congested network wastes a lot of resource and may result in a very low goodput (good throughput) and poor bandwidth utilization of the network. A number of message based discard strategies have been proposed to solve this problem [8], [9], [10], [11]. These strategies attempt to ensure that the available network capacity is effectively utilized by preserving the integrity of transport level packets during congestion periods. Early Packet Discard (EPD) strategy [8] drops entire messages that are unlikely to be successfully transmitted prior to buffer overflow. It prevents the congested link from transmitting useless packets and reduces the total number of incomplete messages. EPD achieves this by using a threshold in the buffer. Once the queue occupancy in the buffer exceeds this threshold, the network element will only accept packets that belong to a message that has at least one packet in the queue or has already been transmitted. Also per-VC based EPD schemes [12], [13] are proposed to solve the fairness problem that a pure EPD may suffer when virtual circuits compete for the resource. Although EPD can improve the goodput at a network switch, it does not distinguish among priorities of different applications. Previous studies on EPD have assumed a single priority of all ATM packets, and thus fail to account for the fact that ATM packets could have priority and need to be treated differently. Without a differentiation between the packets, end-to-end QoS guarantee and service differentiation promised by DS networks cannot be ensured when packets traverse through an ATM network. The objective of this study is to develop message based discarding scheme which will account for priority of packets and will be able to provide service differentiation to end applications.

In this paper, we propose a prioritized EPD (PEPD) scheme which can provide the necessary service differentiation needed by the future QoS network. In the PEPD scheme, two thresholds are used to provide service differentiation. We have developed Markov chain models to study the performance of our proposed scheme. The effectiveness of PEPD in providing service differentiation to the two classes of ATM packets coming from a DS network is estimated by the model and then validated by results obtained from our simulation. We measure the goodput, packet loss probability and throughput of the two service classes as a function of the load. Given a QoS requirement for the two service classes, our model can predict the size of the buffer required at the ATM switches and the value of the two thresholds to be used to achieve the target QoS. This model can provide a general framework for analysis of networks carrying messages from applications which require differen-

1This work was supported by NASA grant no. NAG3-2318 and Ohio Board of Regents Research Challenge grant
tial treatment in terms of Quality of Service (QoS).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II lists the assumptions used in the model. Section III constructs a Markov chain model to analyze our proposed PEPD scheme. The model is used to study the performance of the PEPD policy using goodput as the performance criteria. Numerical results from both modeling and computer simulation are presented in Section IV. Concluding remarks are given in Section V.

II. Modeling Assumptions

In the dispersed message model [11], [14], a higher layer protocol data unit (message) consists of a block of consecutive packets that arrive at a network element at different time instants. TCP/IP based systems are examples of such a model. In TCP/IP, the application message is segmented into packets, which are then transmitted over the network. At the receiving end, they are reassembled back into a message by the transport protocol before being delivered to higher layers.

- We assume variable length packets, the length of the packets being geometrically distributed with parameter \( q \) (independent between subsequent packets). Clearly, the average packet length is \( 1/q \) packets. This kind of assumption is typical for data application such as document file and e-mail.
- We also assume that the packets arrive at a network element according to a Poisson process with rate \( \lambda \), and the transmission time of a packet is exponentially distributed with rate \( \mu \). Although we assume that packets are of variable length, Lapid’s work [11] shows that this kind of model fits well for fixed-length packet (which is typical to ATM network) scenarios.
- The network element we used in this paper is a simple finite input queue that can contain at most \( N \) packets. When the packets arrive at the network element, it enters the input queue only when there is space to hold it; otherwise it is discarded.
- Packets leave the queue according to a first-in-first-out (FIFO) order. When a server is available, the packet at the head of the queue can be served. A packet is transmitted by the server of the network element during its service time. Hence, the network element can be viewed as a M/M/1/N model, with arrival rate \( \lambda \) and service rate \( \mu \).
- The input load to the network element is defined as \( \rho = \lambda/\mu \).

III. Performance Evaluation of PEPD Scheme

In this section, we describe the PEPD scheme, followed by model setup and performance analysis.

A. PEPD scheme

In the PEPD scheme, we use two thresholds: a low threshold (LT) and a high threshold (HT), with \( 0 \leq LT \leq N, LT \leq HT \leq N \). As shown in Fig. 1, let \( Q_L \) indicate the current queue length. The following strategy is used to accept packets in the buffer:

- If \( Q_L < LT \), all packets are accepted in the buffer.
- If \( LT \leq Q_L < HT \), new low priority messages will be discarded; only packets belonging to new messages with high priority or packets belonging to messages which have already entered the buffer are accepted.
- If \( HT \leq Q_L < N \), all new messages of both priorities are discarded.
- For \( Q_L \geq N \), packets belonging to all messages are lost because of buffer overflow.

B. Proposed PEPD model

To model the PEPD scheme, we must distinguish between two modes: the normal mode in which packets are accepted and the discarding mode in which arriving packets are discarded. The state transition diagram for this policy is shown in Fig. 2. In the diagram, state \((i,j)\) indicates that the buffer has \( i \) packets and is in \( j \) mode, where \( 0 \leq i \leq N, j = 0 \) or \( 1 \). \( j = 0 \) corresponds to the normal mode, while \( j = 1 \) represents the discarding mode. We assume that a head-of-message packet arrives with probability \( q \). The probability that an arriving packet is part of the same message as the previous packets is \( p = 1 - q \), and hence is discarded with that probability in the case that that message is being discarded.

According to PEPD, if a message starts to arrive when the buffer contains more than \( LT \) packets, the complete new message is discarded if it is of low priority, while if a new message starts to arrive when the buffer contains more than \( HT \) packets, the complete message is discarded regardless of its priority. Once a packet is discarded, the buffer enters the discarding mode, and discards all packets belonging to this discarded message. The system will remain in discarding mode until another head-of-message packet arrives. If this head-of-message packet arrives when \( Q_L < LT \), it is accepted, and the system enters the normal mode. If this packet arrives when \( LT \leq Q_L \leq HT \), then the system enters the normal mode only if this packet has high priority. Otherwise, it stays in the discarding mode. Of course, when \( Q_L \geq HT \), the buffer stays in the discarding mode. Let's assume that \( h \) and \( l = 1 - h \) be the probabilities of a message being of high and low priority respectively. Also let
Let $P_{i,j}(0 \leq i \leq N, j = 0, 1)$ be the steady-state probability of the buffer being in state $(i, j)$. From Fig. 2, we can get the following equations. The solutions of these equations will generate the steady-state probabilities of the buffer states.

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda P_{0,0} & = \mu P_{1,0} \\
q\lambda P_{0,1} & = \mu P_{1,1} \\
(\lambda + \mu)P_{i,0} & = \lambda P_{i-1,0} + \mu P_{i+1,0} + q\lambda P_{i-1,1} \\
& \quad 1 \leq i \leq LT \\
(\lambda + \mu)P_{i,1} & = (\lambda p + q\lambda)P_{i-1,0} + \mu P_{i+1,0} \\
& \quad LT < i \leq HT \\
(\lambda + \mu)P_{N,0} & = \lambda P_{N-1,0} \\
\mu P_{N,1} & = \lambda P_{N,0} \\
(\lambda q + \mu)P_{i,1} & = q\lambda P_{i-1,0} + \mu P_{i+1,1} \\
& \quad LT \leq i < HT
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\sum_{i=0}^{N} (P_{i,0} + P_{i,1}) = 1
\]

In this section, we derive the expression of goodput $G$ for high and low priority messages. The goodput $G$ is the ratio between total good packets exiting the buffer and the total arriving packets at its input. Good packets are those packets that belong to a complete message leaving the buffer. In this paper, we define the goodput for high (or low) priority as the ratio between total number of good packets with high (or low) priority exiting the system and the total number of arriving high (or low) priority packets at the buffer. However, we normalize the goodput to the maximum possible goodput.

Let $W$ be the random variable that represents the length of an arriving message, and $V$ be the random variable that represents the success of a message. $V = 1$ for a good message, and $V = 0$ for an incomplete message. Let $U$ be the random variable that represents the priority of a packet, $U = 1$ for high priority packets and $U = 0$ for low priority packets. The goodput for the high priority packets ($G_h$) is

\[
G_h = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} nP(W = n, V = 1, U = 1)}{\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} nP(W = n, U = 1)}
\]

where the numerator represents the total good packets exiting the buffer and the denominator is the total arriving packets at a network input. Note that $W$ and $V$ are independent random variables, and the length of an arriving message is geometrically distributed with parameter $q$, which means the average length of the messages is $1/q$. Then the denominator of Eq. (2) can be expressed as

\[
\sum_{n=1}^{\infty} nP(W = n, U = 1) = P(U = 1) \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} P(W = n) = \frac{h}{q}
\]

Substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (2),

\[
G_h = \frac{q}{h} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} nP(W = n, V = 1, U = 1)
\]

The probability of an incoming high priority message of length $n$ to be transmitted successfully can be expressed as follows:

\[
P(W = n, V = 1, U = 1) = P(V = 1|W = n, U = 1) P(W = n, U = 1) = P(V = 1|W = n, U = 1) P(W = n) P(U = 1)
\]

Let $Q$ be the random variable representing the queue occupancy at the arrival of a head-of-message packet. Then

\[
P(V = 1|W = n, U = 1) = \sum_{i=0}^{N} P(V = 1|W = n, U = 1, Q = i) P(Q = i)
\]

Similarly, we can get the goodput for the low priority messages and the total goodput as follows:

\[
G_l = \frac{q}{h} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} nq(1-q)^{(n-1)} \sum_{i=0}^{N} P(V = 1|W = n, U = 1, Q = i) P(Q = i)
\]

\[
G = \frac{q}{h} \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} nq(1-q)^{(n-1)} \sum_{i=0}^{N} P(V = 1|W = n, Q = i) P(Q = i)
\]
In order to find the values of \( G, G_l \) and \( G_h \), we need to define and evaluate the following conditional probabilities:

\[
S_{n,i} = P(V = 1 | W = n, Q = i) \quad (10)
\]

\[
S_{t,n,i} = P(V = 1 | W = n, U = 0, Q = i) \quad (11)
\]

\[
S_{h,n,i} = P(V = 1 | W = n, U = 1, Q = i) \quad (12)
\]

These conditional probabilities can be computed recursively. Let’s take \( S_{h,n,i} \) as an example. Consider first a system that employs the PPD policy. Usually, the success of a packet depends on the evolution of the system after the arrival of the head-of-message. However, there is a boundary condition for this. Let us first consider a message of length \( 1 \leq n \leq N \). Assume that the head-of-message packet belonging to a message of length \( n \leq N \) arrives at buffer when \( Q = i \). Then, if \( i \leq N - n \), there is enough space to hold this message, and this message is guaranteed to be good, i.e.

\[
\hat{S}_{n,i} = \begin{cases} 
1 & 0 \leq i \leq N - n, \ 1 \leq n \leq N
\end{cases} \quad (13)
\]

Note that if \( Q = N \) (i.e. the buffer is full), the head-of-message packet is discarded, and the message is guaranteed to be bad. Hence,

\[
\hat{S}_{n,N} = 0 \quad 1 \leq n \leq N
\]

Eqs. (13) & (14) give the boundary conditions for this system. For other states of the buffer, we have:

\[
\hat{S}_{n,i} = (1-r)\hat{S}_{n-1,i+1} + r\hat{S}_{n,i-1}
\]

\[
N - n + 1 \leq i \leq N - 1, \ 1 \leq n \leq N
\]

(15)

where \( r = \mu/(\mu + h\lambda) \) is the probability that a departure occurs before an arrival. In this case, we only consider the conditional probability for high priority packets, so the arrival rate is \( h\lambda \) rather than \( \lambda \). Eq. (15) can be explained as follows. If the next event following the arrival of a head-of-message packet is the arrival of another packet (which has the probability \( 1 - r \)), this new packet can be viewed as a new head-of-message packet belonging to a message of length \( n - 1 \). Therefore, the probability that this new message will succeed is \( \hat{S}_{n-1,i+1} \). If the event following the arrival of the head-of-message packet is a departure of a packet (which happens with probability \( r \)), the probability that the message is successful is \( \hat{S}_{n,i-1} \), since it is equivalent to a head-of-message packet that arrived at the system with \( Q = i - 1 \) packets. So, combining the above two conditions, we can get:

\[
\hat{S}_{n,i} = \begin{cases}
1 & N - n + 1 \leq i \\
(1-r)\hat{S}_{n-1,i+1} + r\hat{S}_{n,i-1} & i \leq N - 1 \\
0 & i = N
\end{cases} \quad (16)
\]

For a large message, \( n > N \), there is no guarantee that this message will succeed, it’s success depended heavily on the evolution of the system after the arrival of the head-of-message packet even for the case of \( i = 0 \). So, for \( n > N \) we get the following equations:

\[
\hat{S}_{n,i} = \begin{cases}
(1-r)\hat{S}_{n-1,i+1} + r\hat{S}_{n,i-1} & i = 0 \\
(1-r)\hat{S}_{n-1,i+1} + r\hat{S}_{n,i-1} & N - n + 1 \leq i \leq N - 1 \\
0 & i = N
\end{cases}
\]

(17)

These recursions are computed in ascending order of both \( n \) and \( i \). For a system that employs the PPD policy, for high priority messages, the above recursions remain correct only when the head-of-message packet arrives at the buffer while the number of packets is below the high threshold, i.e. \( Q = i < HT \). For \( Q = i \geq HT \), these new messages will be discarded, so

\[
\hat{S}_{h,n,i} = \begin{cases}
\hat{S}_{n,i} & i < HT \\
0 & HT \leq i \leq N
\end{cases}
\]

(18)

with \( r = \mu/(\mu + h\lambda) \). Similarly, we can get

\[
\hat{S}_{t,n,i} = \begin{cases}
\hat{S}_{n,i} & i < LT \\
0 & LT \leq i \leq N
\end{cases}
\]

(19)

with \( r = \mu/(\mu + (1 - h)\lambda) \), while the average is

\[
\hat{S}_{n,i} = (1-h)\hat{S}_{t,n,i} + h\hat{S}_{t,n,i}
\]

(20)

The above model is used to analyze the performance of PEPD in the next section.

IV. Numerical Results

In this section, we present results from our analytical model and simulation to illustrate the performance of PEPD. We also validate the accuracy of our analytical model by comparison with simulation results. In our experiment, we set \( N = 120 \) packets, \( q = 1/6 \) which corresponds to the case where the queue size is 20 times the mean message length. The incoming traffic load (\( \rho \)) at the input to the buffer is set in the range of 0.8 - 2.2, where \( \rho < 1 \) represents moderate load, and \( \rho \geq 1 \) corresponds to higher load which results in congestion buildup at the buffer. Goodput of the combined low and high priority packets is defined as \( G = h \cdot GH + (1 - h) \cdot GL \) as used in Eq. (20).

In order to validate our model, we compare it with results from computer simulation. The simulation setup is simply two nodes compete for a single link with a queue size 120 packets. The two nodes generate messages with a mean length of 6 (measured in packets). Because the queue occupancy is a critical parameter used for calculating the goodput, we compare the queue occupancy obtained from the model and computer simulation in Fig. 3. For \( q = 1/6 \), it is clear that analytical and simulation results are in close
LP throughput decreases because the increase in throughput of both high and Low Priority (LP) packets. The fraction of High Priority (HP) packets (h) results in a decrease of the performance of high priority packets. For a particular load, increasing the fraction of high priority messages will decrease quickly. This is because when the fraction of high priority is not very sensitive to a change in the offered load. In this figure, the probability that a message is arriving goodput of all, high priority, and low priority packets respectively. When the offered load is increased, the throughput of HP packets decrease. Note that the decrease in the performance for high priority packets as has been observed in Fig 5. Goodput versus load for h = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 with N = 120, LT = 60, HT = 80, q = 1/6. G, GH and GL represents average goodput of all, high priority, and low priority packets respectively.

agreement. Our proposed scheme results in the buffer occupancy varying between LT and HT for even high loads. The exact value depends on the average message length, queue thresholds, etc.

Fig. 4 shows the goodput of the buffer using PEPD for q = 1/6 (i.e. mean message length of 6) as a function of the offered load. In this figure, the probability that a message is of high priority is 0.5. From Fig. 4, it is clear that the results from our model and computer simulation fit well. So we conclude that our model can be used to carry out an accurate analysis the PEPD policy. Therefore, in the rest of this section, we will use results from only the model to analyze the performance of PEPD policy.

Fig. 5 shows the goodput for q = 1/6 as a function of the offered load and for different mix (h) of high & low priority packets. For a particular load, increasing the fraction of High Priority (HP) packets (h) results in a decrease of throughput of both high and Low Priority (LP) packets. The LP throughput decreases because the increase in h results in fewer LP packets at the input to the buffer in addition to LP packets competing with more HP packets in the buffer space (0 to LT). On the other hand, increase in h results in more HP packets. Since the amount of buffer space (HT-LT) which is reserved for HP packets is the same, the throughput of HP packets decrease. Note that the decrease in the throughput of LP is much faster than the decrease in HP resulting in the overall goodput (as defined by Eq. (20) being constant. Our proposed technique allows higher goodput for high priority packets which may required in scenarios where an application may need a preferential treatment over other applications.

In Fig. 6, we fix LT while varying HT to observe the behavior of the buffer. It is obvious that for a traffic containing fewer high priority packets, increasing the HT will increase the performance of the buffer for high priority packets. This is because increasing HT will let the high priority packets get more benefits from discarding low priority packets, especially for lower values of HT. Increasing HT will result in an initial increase in the goodput for high priority packets followed by a decrease. This is obvious, because for a very high value of HT, the behavior of PEPD will approach that of PPD for high priority packets.

Fig. 7 shows the goodput for high priority message versus the fraction of high priority messages. It is also clear that for a particular load, increasing the high priority traffic will decrease the performance for high priority packets as has been observed in Fig 5.

Finally, in Fig. 8, we keep HT constant while changing LT. For a load of 1.6 and a particular mix of high & low priority packets, we observe that the performance of high priority packets is not very sensitive to a change in LT. However, when LT is set close to HT, the goodput for high priority packets will decrease quickly. This is because when the two thresholds are set too close, the high priority packets do not get enough benefits from discarding low priority packets. We suggest avoiding this mode of operation because the
Given a certain QoS, the model can be used to dimension the buffer and the PEPD thresholds. Our model can serve as a framework to implement packet based discarding schemes using priority. Results show that this scheme solves some critical problems for running Differentiated Service (DS) over ATM network by ensuring the QoS promised by the Differentiated Service.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed and developed a performance model for the Priority based Early Packet Discard (PEPD) to allow end to end QoS differentiation for applications over Next Generation Internet. To verify the validity of our proposed analytical model, we compared it with results from computer simulation. Numerical results show that the results from the model and computer simulation are in close agreement. The numerical results also show that our proposed PEPD policy can provide differential QoS to low and high priority packets. Such service differentiation is essential to provide QoS to applications running Differentiated service over ATM. Our result show that the performance of PEPD depends on the mix of high & low priority traffic, threshold setting, average message length, etc. Given a certain QoS, the model can be used to dimension the size of the buffer and the PEPD thresholds. Our model can
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Abstract

Currently there are two approaches to provide Quality of Service (QoS) in the next generation Internet: An early one is the Integrated Services (IntServ) with the goal of allowing end-to-end QoS to be provided to applications; the other one is the Differentiated Services (DiffServ) architecture providing QoS in the backbone. In this context, a DiffServ network may be viewed as a network element in the total end-to-end path. The objective of this paper is to investigate the possibility of providing end-to-end QoS when IntServ runs over DiffServ backbone in the next generation Internet. Our results show that the QoS requirements of IntServ applications can be successfully achieved when IntServ traffic is mapped to the DiffServ domain in next generation Internet.
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1 Introduction

Quality of Service (QoS) has become the objective of the next generation Internet. QoS is generally implemented by different classes of service contracts for different users. A service class may provide low-delay and low-jitter services for customers who are willing to pay a premium price to run high-quality applications, such as, real-time multimedia. Another service class may provide predictable services for customers who are willing to pay for reliability. Finally, the best-effort service provided by current Internet will remain for those customers who need only connectivity.

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed a few models to meet the demand for QoS. Notable among them are the Integrated Services (IntServ) model [1] and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [2] model. The IntServ model is characterized by resource reservation. Before data is transmitted, applications must set up paths and reserve resources along the path. The basic target of the evolution of IntServ is to support various applications with different levels of QoS within the TCP/IP (Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) architecture. But IntServ implementation requires RSVP (Resources Reservation Protocol) signaling and resource allocations at every network element along the path. This imposes a bound on its incorporation for the entire Internet backbone.

The DiffServ model is currently being standardized to overcome the above scalability issue, and to accommodate the various service guarantees required for time critical applications. The DiffServ model utilizes six bits in the TOS (Type of Service) field of the IP header to mark a packet for being eligible for a particular forwarding behavior. The model does not require significant changes to the existing infrastructure, and does not need many additional protocols. Therefore, with the implementation of IntServ for small WAN networks and DiffServ for the Internet backbone, the present TCP/IP traffic can meet the present day demands of real time and other quality required traffic. Combining IntServ and DiffServ has been proposed by IETF in [3] [4] as one of the possible
solutions to overcome the scalability problem.

To combine the advantages of DiffServ (good scalability in the backbone) and IntServ (per flow QoS guarantee), a mapping from IntServ traffic flows to DiffServ classes has to be performed. Some preliminary work has been carried out in this area. Authors in [5] present a concept for the integration of both IntServ and DiffServ, and describe a prototype implementation using commercial routers. However, they don’t present any numerical results. Authors in [6] present results to determine performance differences between IntServ and DiffServ, as well as some characteristics about their combined use.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the end to end QoS that can be achieved when IntServ runs over the DiffServ network in the next generation Internet. Our approach is to add a mapping function to the edge DiffServ router so that the traffic flows coming from IntServ domain can be appropriately mapped into the corresponding Behavior Aggregates of DiffServ, and then marked with the appropriate DSCP (Differentiated Service Code Point) for routing in the DiffServ domain. We show that, without making any significant changes to the IntServ or DiffServ infrastructure and without any additional protocols or signaling, it is possible to provide QoS to IntServ applications when IntServ runs over a DiffServ network.

The significance of this work is that end-to-end QoS over heterogeneous networks could be possible if the DiffServ backbone is used to connect IntServ subnetworks in the next generation Internet. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- Propose a mapping function to run IntServ over the DiffServ backbone.
- Show that QoS can be achieved by end IntServ applications when running over DiffServ backbone in the next generation Internet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we briefly present the
main features of IntServ and DiffServ, respectively. In Section 4, we describe our approach for the mapping from IntServ to DiffServ and the simulation configuration to test the effectiveness of our approach. In Section 5, we analyze our simulation results to show that QoS can be provided to end applications in the IntServ domain. Concluding remarks are finally given in Section 6.

2 Integrated Services

The Integrated Services (IntServ) model [5] characterized by resource reservation defines a set of extensions to the traditional best effort model with the goal of providing end-to-end QoS to applications. This architecture needs some explicit signaling mechanism to convey information to routers so that they can provide requested services to flows that require them. RSVP is one of the most widely known example of such a signaling mechanism. We will describe this mechanism in details in Section 2.2. In addition to the best effort service, the integrated services model provides two service levels as follows.

- **Guaranteed service** [7] for applications requiring firm bounds on end-to-end datagram queuing delays.

- **Controlled-load service** [8] for applications requiring services closely equivalent to that provided to uncontrolled best effort traffic under unloaded (lightly loaded) network conditions.

We will discuss them in Sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.

2.1 Components of Integrated Services

The basic framework of integrated services [4] is implemented by four components: the signaling protocol (e.g., RSVP), the admission control routine, the classifier and the packet scheduler. In this model, applications must set up paths and reserve resources before transmitting their data. Network
elements will apply admission control to those requests. In addition, traffic control mechanisms on
the network element are configured to ensure that each admitted flow receives the service requested
in strict isolation from other traffic. When a router receives a packet, the classifier will perform
a MF (multifield) classification and put the packet in a specific queue. The packet scheduler will
then schedule the packet according to its QoS requirements.

2.2 RSVP Signaling

RSVP is a signaling protocol to reserve network resources for applications. Figure 1 illustrates
the setup and teardown procedures of PSVP protocol. The sender sends a PATH message to
the receiver specifying the characteristic of the required traffic. Every intermediate router along
the path forwards the PATH message to the next hop determined by the routing protocol. If
the receiver agrees the advertised flow, it sends a RESV message, which is forwarded hop by hop
via RSVP capable routers towards the sender of the PATH message. Every intermediate router
along the path may reject or accept the request. If the request is accepted, resources are allocated,
and RESV message is forwarded. If the request is rejected, the router will send an RESV-ERR
message back to the sender of the RESV message.

If the sender gets the RESV message, it means resources are reserved and data can be transmit-
ted. To terminate a reservation, a RESV-TEAR message is transmitted to remove the resource
allocation and a **PATH-TEAR** message is sent to delete the path states in every router along the path.

### 2.3 Guaranteed Service

Guaranteed service guarantees that datagrams will arrive within the guaranteed delivery time and will not be discarded due to queue overflows, provided the flow’s traffic stays within its specified traffic parameters [7]. The service provides assured level of bandwidth or link capacity for the data flow. It imposes a strict upper bound on the end-to-end queueing delay as data flows through the network. The packets encounter no queueing delay as long as they conform to the flow specifications. It means packets cannot be dropped due to buffer overflow and they are always guaranteed the required buffer space. The delay bound is usually large enough even to accommodate cases of long queueing delays.

### 2.4 Controlled-load Service

The controlled-load service does not accept or make use of specific target values for control parameters such as delay or loss. Instead, acceptance of a request for controlled-load service is defined to imply a commitment by the network elements to provide the requester with a service closely equivalent to that provided to uncontrolled (best effort) traffic under lightly loaded conditions [8]. The service aims at providing the same QoS under heavy loads as under unloaded conditions. Though there is no specified strict bound on delay, it ensures that very high percentage of packets do not experience delays highly greater than the minimum transit delay due to propagation and router processing.
3 Differentiated Services

The IntServ/RSVP architecture described in Section 2 can be used to provide QoS to applications. All the routers are required to be capable of RSVP, admission control, MF classification and packet scheduling, which needs to maintain all the information for each flow at each router. The above issues raise scalability concerns in large networks [4]. Because of the difficulty in implementing and deploying integrated services and RSVP, differentiated services is currently being developed by the IETF [2].

Differentiated services (DiffServ) is intended to enable the deployment of scalable service discrimination in the Internet without the need for per-flow state and signaling at every hop. The premise of DiffServ networks is that routers in the core network handle packets from different traffic streams by forwarding them using different per-hop behaviors (PHBs). The PHB to be applied is indicated by a DiffServ Codepoint (DSCP) in the IP header of the packet [9]. The advantage of such a mechanism is that several different traffic streams can be aggregated to one of a small number of behavior aggregates (BA) which are each forwarded using the same PHB at the router, thereby simplifying the processing and associated storage [10]. There is no signaling or processing since QoS (Quality of Service) is invoked on a packet-by-packet basis [10].

The DiffServ architecture is composed of a number of functional elements, including a small set of per-hop forwarding behaviors, packet classification functions, and traffic conditioning functions which includes metering, marking, shaping and policing. The functional block diagram of a typical DiffServ router is shown in Figure 2 [10]. This architecture provides Expedited Forwarding (EF) service and Assured Forwarding (AF) service in addition to best-effort (BE) service as described below.
3.1 Expedited Forwarding (EF)

This service is also been described as *Premium Service*. The EF service provides a low loss, low latency, low jitter, assured bandwidth, end-to-end service for customers [11]. Loss, latency and jitter are due to the queuing experienced by traffic while transiting the network. Therefore, providing low loss, latency and jitter for some traffic aggregate means there are no queues (or very small queues) for the traffic aggregate. At every transit node, the aggregate of the EF traffic's maximum arrival rate must be less than its configured minimum departure rate so that there is almost no queuing delay for these premium packets. Packets exceeding the peak rate are shaped by the traffic conditioners to bring the traffic into conformance.

3.2 Assured Forwarding

This service provides a reliable services for customers, even in times of network congestion. Classification and policing are first done at the edge routers of the DiffServ network. The assured service traffic is considered *in-profile* if the traffic does not exceed the bit rate allocated for the service; otherwise, the excess packets are considered *out-of-profile*. The *in*-profile packets should be forwarded
with high probability. However, the out-of-profile packets are not delivered with as high probability as the traffic that is within the profile. Since the network does not reorder packets that belong to the same microflow, all packets, irrespective of whether they are in-profile or out-of-profile, are put into an assured queue to avoid out-of-order delivery.

Assured Forwarding provides the delivery of packets in four independently forwarded AF classes. Each class is allocated with a configurable minimum amount of buffer space and bandwidth. Each class is in turn divided into different levels of drop precedence. In the case of network congestion, the drop precedence determines the relative importance of the packets within the AF class. Figure 3 [12] shows four different AF classes with three levels of drop precedence.

3.3 Best Effort

This is the default service available in DiffServ, and is also deployed by the current Internet. It does not guarantee any bandwidth to the customers, but can only get the bandwidth available. Packets are queued when buffers are available and dropped when resources are over committed.
4 Integrated Services over Differentiated Services Networks

In this section, we describe in details the mapping strategy adopted in this paper to connect the IntServ and DiffServ domains. Simulation configuration that has been used to test the mapping strategy is described in 4.3.

4.1 Mapping Considerations for IntServ over DiffServ

In IntServ, resource reservations are made by requesting a service type specified by a set of quantitative parameters known as $Tspec$ (Traffic Specification). Each set of parameters determines an appropriate priority level. When requested services with these priority levels are mapped to DiffServ domain, some basic requirements should be satisfied.

- PHBs in DiffServ domain must be appropriately selected for each requested service in IntServ domain.
- The required policing, shaping and marking must be done at the edge router of the DiffServ domain.
- Taking into account the resource availability in DiffServ domain, admission control must be implemented for requested traffic in IntServ domain.

4.2 Mapping Function

The mapping function is used to assign an appropriate DSCP to a flow specified by $Tspec$ parameters in IntServ domain, such that the same QoS could be achieved for IntServ when running over DiffServ domain. Each packet in the flow from the IntServ domain has a flow ID indicated by the value of $flow-id$ field in the IP (Internet Protocol) header. The flow ID attributed with the $Tspec$ parameters is used to determine which flow the packet belongs to. The main constraint is that the
Figure 4: Mapping function for integrated service over differentiated service.

PHB treatment of packets along the path in the DiffServ domain must approximate the QoS offered by IntServ itself. In this paper, we satisfy the above requirement by appropriately mapping the flows coming from IntServ domain into the corresponding Behavior Aggregates, and then marking the packets with the appropriate DSCP for routing in the DiffServ domain.

To achieve the above goal, we introduce a mapping function at the boundary router in DiffServ domain as shown in Figure 4. Packets specified by $T_{spec}$ parameters in IntServ domain are first mapped to the corresponding PHBs in the DiffServ domain by appropriately assigning a DSCP according to the mapping function. The packets are then routed in the DiffServ domain where they receive treatment based on their DSCP code. The packets are grouped to BAs in the DiffServ domain. Table 1 shows an example mapping function which has been used in our simulation. As an instance, a flow in IntServ domain specified by $r=0.7\text{Mb}$, $b=5000\text{bytes}$ and $Flow\ ID=0$ is mapped to EF PHB (with corresponding DSCP 101110) in DiffServ domain, where $r$ means token bucket rate and $b$ means token bucket depth.

Table 1: An example mapping function used in our simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{spec}$</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>PHB</th>
<th>DSCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.7\text{Mb}, b=5000\text{bytes}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>EF</td>
<td>101110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.7\text{Mb}, b=5000\text{bytes}$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>EF</td>
<td>101110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.5\text{Mb}, b=8000\text{bytes}$</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>AF11</td>
<td>001010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.5\text{Mb}, b=8000\text{bytes}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AF11</td>
<td>001010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.5\text{Mb}, b=8000\text{bytes}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>AF11</td>
<td>001010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The sender initially specifies its requested service using *Tspec*. Note that it is possible for different senders to use the same *Tspec*. However, they are differentiated by the *flow ID*. In addition, it is also possible that different flows can be mapped to the same PHB in DiffServ domain.

### 4.3 Simulation Configuration

To test the effectiveness of our proposed mapping strategy between IntServ and DiffServ and to determine the QoS that can be provided to IntServ applications, we carried out simulation using the *ns* (Version 2.1b6) simulation tool from Berkeley [13]. The network configuration used in our simulation is shown in Figure 5.

Ten IntServ sources were used in our simulation, the number of sources generating *Guaranteed services*, *Controlled-load services* and *best-effort services* were two, three and five respectively. Ten IntServ sinks served as destinations for the IntServ sources. We set the *flow IDs* to be the same as the corresponding source number shown in Figure 5.
All the links in Figure 5 are labeled with a \((\text{bandwidth}, \text{propagation delay})\) pair. The mapping function shown in Table 1 has been integrated into the DiffServ edge router (See Figure 4). CBR (Constant Bit Rate) traffic was used for all IntServ sources in our simulation so that the relationship between the bandwidth utilization and bandwidth allocation can be more easily evaluated. Note that ten admission control modules have been applied to each link between sources and DiffServ edge routers to guarantee the resource availability within DiffServ domain. To save space, they are not illustrated in Figure 5. Admission control algorithm was implemented by token bucket with parameters specified in Table 1.

Inside the DiffServ edge router, EF queue was configured as a simple Priority Queue with Tail Drop: AF queue was configured as RIO queue and BE queue as a RED [14] queue, which are shown in Figure 6. The queue weights of EF, AF and BE queues were set to 0.4, 0.4 and 0.2 respectively. Since the bandwidth of the bottleneck link between two DiffServ routers is 5 Mb, the above scheduling weights implies bandwidth allocations of 2 Mb, 2 Mb and 1 Mb for the EF, AF and BE links respectively during periods of congestion at the edge router.

5 Simulation Results

In this section, results obtained from our simulation experiments are presented. The criteria used to evaluate our proposed strategy are first described followed by the explanations of our experimental
and numerical results.

5.1 Performance Criteria

To show the effectiveness of our mapping strategy in providing QoS to end IntServ applications, we have used goodput, queue size and drop ratio as the performance criteria. In addition, in order to prove the effectiveness of admission control mechanism, we also measured the non-conformant ratio (the ratio of non-conformant packets out of in-profile packets). In Section 5.2, we present the results of measurements of the above quantities from our simulation experiments.

5.2 QoS Obtained by Guaranteed Services

We use the following three simulation cases to determine the QoS obtained by IntServ applications. As results, Table 2 shows the goodput of each Guaranteed service source for three different cases described in Section 5.2. Table 3 shows the drop ratio measured at the scheduler for three cases of the Guaranteed service sources. Table 4 shows the non-conformant ratio for each Guaranteed service source. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the queue size for each of the three case, from which the queuing delay and jitter can be evaluated.

Table 2: Goodput of each Guaranteed service source (Unit: Kb/S)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tspec</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r=0.7 Mb, b=5000 bytes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>699.8250</td>
<td>699.8039</td>
<td>459.8790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=0.7 Mb, b=5000 bytes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>699.8039</td>
<td>699.6359</td>
<td>1540.1400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Drop ratio of Guaranteed service traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed service Traffic</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
<td>0.258934</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: The non-conformant ratio for each Guaranteed service source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tspec</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r=0.7 Mb, b=5000 bytes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00026</td>
<td>0.00026</td>
<td>0.00026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=0.7 Mb, b=5000 bytes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00026</td>
<td>0.22258</td>
<td>0.00040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2.1 Case 1: No congestion; no excessive traffic

The traffic generated by Guaranteed service sources (source 0 and source 1) were set to 0.7 Mb and 0.7 Mb, respectively. In this case, the traffic rate is equal to the bucket rate (0.7 Mb, shown in Table 1), which means there should not be any significant excessive IntServ traffic. According to the network configuration described in Section 4.3, two Guaranteed service sources generate 1.4 Mb traffic which is less than the corresponding scheduled link bandwidth for Guaranteed service (EF in DiffServ domain) traffic (2Mb). Under this scenario, there should not be any significant congestion at the edge DiffServ router.

Case 1 is an ideal case. As seen in Table 2, the goodput is almost equal to the corresponding source rate. From Table 3, since there is no significant congestion, the drop ratio of each type of sources is zero. Table 4 shows the performance of admission control mechanism. Since there is no excessive traffic in this case, the non-conformant ratio is almost zero. Figure 7 shows the queuing performance of each queue. Because this is an ideal case, the size of each queue is very small. Though the three queues have almost the same average size, we observe that the BE queue of IntServ (mapping to BE queue in DiffServ domain, according to the mapping function) has the largest jitter.

5.2.2 Case 2: No congestion; Guaranteed service source 1 generates excessive traffic

The traffic generated by Guaranteed service sources (source 0 and source 1) were set to 0.7 Mb and 0.9 Mb, respectively. In this case, the traffic rate of source 1 is greater than its corresponding bucket
rate (0.7 Mb, shown in Table 1), which means source 1 generates excessive IntServ traffic. According to the network configuration described in Section 4.3, two Guaranteed service sources generate 1.6 Mb traffic which is less than the corresponding scheduled link bandwidth for Guaranteed service (EF in DiffServ domain) traffic (2Mb). Under this scenario, there should not be any significant congestion at the edge DiffServ router.

In case 2, from Table 2, the goodput of source 0 is equal to its source rate. However, the goodput of source 1 is equal to the corresponding token rate, 0.7 Mb, rather than its source rate, 0.9 Mb. Table 3 shows that the drop ratio of Guaranteed service is 0. The reason is that, in this case, there is no congestion for Guaranteed service traffic. Table 4 indicates how the admission control mechanism works. As seen in this table, the non-conformant packets ratio of source 1 is increased, compared to case 1. It is because source 1 generates excessive traffic in this case. From Figure 8, we find that the average queue size of the best effort queue is far greater than the other.
two types of sources. In addition, the jitter of best effort traffic is also greater than the other two types of sources. The Guaranteed service traffic has the smallest average queue size and the smallest jitter. In addition, compared with Figure 7, the upper bound of Guaranteed service queue is guaranteed, though the source 1 generates more traffic than what it has reserved. This well satisfies requirements from [7].

5.2.3 Case 3: Guaranteed service gets into congestion; no excessive traffic

The traffic generated by Guaranteed service sources (source 0 and source 1) were set to 0.7 Mb and 2 Mb, respectively. To simulate a congested environment, we set the token rate of source 1 to 2 Mb also. In this case, the traffic rate of source 1 is equal to its corresponding bucket rate (2 Mb), which means there is no significant excessive IntServ traffic. According to the network configuration described in Section 4.3, two Guaranteed service sources generate 2.7 Mb traffic which
is greater than the corresponding scheduled link bandwidth for Guaranteed service (EF in DiffServ domain) traffic (2Mb). Under this scenario, Guaranteed service traffic gets into congestion at the edge DiffServ router.

Case 3 is used to evaluate our mapping function under congested environments. As expected, we find the drop ratio (measured at scheduler) of Guaranteed service traffic is increased, and the total goodput of Guaranteed service is limited by the output link bandwidth assigned by the scheduler (2Mb), instead of 2.7 Mb. Since there is no excessive traffic, from Table 4, the no-conformant packets ratio of both of the Guaranteed service sources are closed to 0. From Figure 9, since we increase the token rate of one of the Guaranteed service source (source 1), the upper bound of Guaranteed service is increased, which is reasonable. In addition, the Guaranteed service queue still has the smallest jitter.
5.3 QoS Obtained by Controlled-load Services

Because of the similarity between the results of Guaranteed service and Controlled-load service, all our descriptions in Section 5.2 are focused on Guaranteed service. We only give out results for Controlled-load service without detailed explanations.

We use case 2 described in Section 5.2.2 as an example. As described in Section 4.3, we used three Controlled-load service sources in our simulation: sources 2, 3 and 4. The token bucket parameters are shown in Table 1. We set the source rate of sources 2 and 4 to 0.5 Mb, 0.5 Mb, respectively, and set the rate of source 3 to 0.7 Mb (greater than its token rate, 0.5 Mb). Therefore, source 3 generates excessive traffic. The total Controlled-load service traffic is 1.7 Mb, which is less than the scheduled link bandwidth; therefore, there should not be any significant congestion.

Table 5 shows the goodput of each Controlled-load source. Table 6 shows the drop ratio of Controlled-load service measured at scheduler. Table 7 shows the non-conformant ratio. Figure 10 shows the queue size of this case. Note that though the non-conformant ratio of source 3 is much higher than the other two (shown in Table 7), the goodput of source 3 (shown in Table 5) is equal to its source rate (0.7 Mb). It is because the non-conformant packets are degraded and then forwarded, which is one of the forwarding schemes for non-conformant packets proposed by [8].

Table 5: Goodput of each Controlled-load service source (Unit: Kb/S)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{spec}$ Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.5 \text{ Mb}, b=8000 \text{ bytes}$</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.5 \text{ Mb}, b=8000 \text{ bytes}$</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.5 \text{ Mb}, b=8000 \text{ bytes}$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Drop ratio of Controlled-load service traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controlled-load Traffic</td>
<td>0.000000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 7: The non-conformant ratio for each Controlled-load service source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tspec</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r=0.5 Mb, b=8000 bytes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=0.5 Mb, b=8000 bytes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.28593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r=0.5 Mb, b=8000 bytes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Observations

From the above results, we can arrive at the following observations:

- The upper bound of queueing delay of Guaranteed service is guaranteed. In addition, Guaranteed service always has the smallest jitter without being affected by other traffic flows, though [7] says it does not attempt to minimize the jitter. This well satisfies requirements from [7].
- The Controlled-load service has the smaller jitter and queue size than the best effort traffic. Furthermore, non-conformant packets are degraded and then forwarded, which is proved by
our simulation. This well satisfies requirements from [8].

We therefore, conclude that the QoS requirements of IntServ can be successfully achieved when IntServ traffic is mapped to the DiffServ domain in next generation Internet.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed DiffServ as the backbone network to interconnect IntServ subnetworks. We have designed a mapping function to map traffic flows coming from IntServ with different priorities to the corresponding PHBs in the DiffServ domain.

The proposed scheme has been studied in detail using simulation. It has been found that the QoS requirements of IntServ can be achieved when IntServ subnetworks run over DiffServ. We have illustrated our scheme by mapping IntServ traffic of three different priorities to the three service classes of DiffServ. The ability of our scheme to provide QoS to end IntServ applications has been demonstrated by measuring the drop ratio, goodput, non-conformant ratio and queue size. We found that the upper bound of queueing delay of Guaranteed service is guaranteed. In addition, Guaranteed service always has the smallest jitter without being affected by other traffic flows, though [7] says it does not attempt to minimize the jitter. The Controlled-load service has the smaller jitter and queue size than the best effort traffic. Furthermore, non-conformant packets are degraded and then forwarded, which is proved by our simulation.
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Abstract

Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN) has been developed by the International Civil Aviation Organization to integrate Air-Ground and Ground-Ground data communication for aeronautical applications into a single network serving Air Traffic Control and Aeronautical Operational Communications [1]. To carry time critical information required for aeronautical applications, ATN provides different Quality of Services (QoS) to applications. ATN has therefore, been designed as a standalone network which implies building an expensive separate network for ATN. However, the cost of operating ATN can be reduced if it can be run over a public network such as the Internet. Although the current Internet does not provide QoS, the next generation Internet is expected to provide QoS to applications. The objective of this paper is to investigate the possibility of providing QoS to ATN applications when it is run over the next generation Internet. Differentiated Services (DiffServ), one of the protocols proposed for the next generation Internet, will allow network service providers to offer different QoS to customers. Our results show that it is possible to provide QoS to ATN applications when they run over a DiffServ backbone.

1 Introduction

The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has developed the Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN) as a commercial infrastructure to integrate Air-Ground and Ground-Ground data communication into a single network to serve air traffic control and aeronautical operational communications [1]. One of the objectives of ATN internetwork is to accommodate different Quality of Service (QoS) required by ATSC (Air Traffic Services Communication) and AINSC (Aeronautical Industry Service Communication) applications, and the organizational policies for interconnection and routing specified by each participating organization. In the ATN, priority has the essential role of ensuring that high priority safety related and time critical data are not delayed by low priority non-safety data, especially when the network is overloaded with low priority data.

The time critical information carried by ATN and the QoS required by ATN applications has led to the development of the ATN as an expensive independent network. The largest public network, the Internet, only offers point-to-point best-effort service to the users and hence is not suitable for carrying time critical ATN traffic. However, the rapid commercialization of the Internet has given rise to demands for QoS over the Internet.

QoS is generally implemented by different classes of service contracts for different users. A service class may provide low-delay and low-jitter services for customers who are willing to pay...
a premium price to run high-quality applications, such as, real-time multimedia. Another service class may provide predictable services for customers who are willing to pay for reliability. Finally, the best-effort service provided by current Internet will remain for those customers who need only connectivity.

The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has proposed a few models to meet the demand for QoS. Notable among them are the Integrated Services (IntServ) model [2] and Differentiated Services (DiffServ) [3] model. The IntServ model is characterized by resource reservation; before data is transmitted, applications must set up paths and reserve resources along the path. This gives rise to scalability issues in the core routers of large networks. The DiffServ model is currently being standardized to overcome the above scalability issue, and to accommodate the various service guarantees required for time critical applications. The DiffServ model utilizes six bits in the TOS (Type of Service) field of the IP header to mark a packet for being eligible for a particular forwarding behavior. It does not require significant changes to the existing infrastructure, and does not need too many additional protocols.

A significant cost saving can be achieved if the ATN protocol could be run over the next generation Internet protocol as shown in Figure 1. In this paper, we are interested in developing a framework to run ATN over the next generation Internet. This requires appropriate mapping of parameters at the edge routers between the two networks. The objective of this paper is to investigate the QoS that can be achieved when ATN runs over the DiffServ network in the next generation Internet. Based on the similarity between an IP packet and an ATN packet, our approach is to add a mapping function to the edge DiffServ router so that the traffic flows coming from ATN can be appropriately mapped into the corresponding Behavior Aggregates of DiffServ, and then marked with the appropriate DSCP (Differentiated Service Code Point) for routing in DiffServ domain. We show that, without making any significant changes to the ATN or DiffServ infrastructure and without any additional protocols or signaling, it is possible to provide QoS to ATN applications when ATN runs over a DiffServ network.

The significance of this work is that considerable cost savings could be possible if the next generation Internet backbone can be used to connect ATN subnetworks. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- Propose a framework to run ATN over the DiffServ network.
- Show that QoS can be achieved by end ATN applications when run over the next generation Internet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we briefly present the main features of ATN and DiffServ, respectively. In Section 4, we describe our approach for the interconnection of ATN and DiffServ and the simulation configuration to test the effectiveness of our approach. In Section 5, we analyze our simulation results to show that QoS can be provided to end applications in the ATN domain. Concluding remarks are finally given in Section 6.

## 2 Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN)

In the early 1980s, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) recognized the increasing limitations of the present air navigation systems and the need for improvements to take civil aviation into the 21st century. The need for changes in the current global air navigation system is due to two principal factors:

- The present and growing air traffic demand which the current system will be unable to cope.
The need for global consistency in the provisioning of air traffic services during the progression towards a seamless air traffic management system.

The above factors gave rise to the concept of the Aeronautical Telecommunication Network (ATN) [4]. ATN is both a ground-based network providing communications between ground-based users, and an air-ground network providing communications between airborne and ground users. It was always intended that ATN should be built on existing technologies instead of inventing new approaches. The Internet approach was seen as the most suitable approach, and was therefore selected as the basis for the ATN. ATN is made up of End Systems, Intermediate Systems, ground-ground subnetworks and air-ground subnetworks as shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Priority in ATN

The ATN has been designed to provide a high reliability/availability network by ensuring that there is no single point of failure, and by permitting the availability of multiple alternative routes to the same destination with dynamic switching between alternatives. Every ATN user data is given a relative priority on the network in order to ensure that low priority data does not impede the flow of high priority data. The purpose of priority is to signal the relative importance and (or) precedence of data, such that when a decision has to be made as to which data to act first, or when contention for access to shared resources has to be resolved, the decision or outcome can be determined unambiguously and in line with user requirements both within and between applications.

Priority in ATN is signaled separately by the application in the transport layer, network layer, and in ATN subnetworks, which gives rise to Transport Priority, Network Priority and Subnet Priority [5]. Network priority is used to manage the access to network resources. During periods of high network utilization, higher priority NPDUs (Network Protocol Data Units) may therefore be expected to be more likely to reach their destination (i.e. be less likely to be discarded by a congested router), and to have a lower transit delay (i.e. be more likely to be selected for transmission from an outgoing queue) than lower priority packets. In this paper, we focus on network priority which
Figure 2: Similarity between an IP packet and an ATN packet

determines the sharing of limited network resources.

2.2 ATN packet format

Figure 2 shows the correspondence between the fields of an IP packet header and the network layer packet header of ATN. It is seen that the fields of IP and ATN packets carry similar information, and thus can almost be mapped to each other. This provides the possibility for mapping ATN to DiffServ (which uses the IP packet header except for the Type of Service byte) to achieve the required QoS when they are interconnected.

The NPDU header of an ATN packet contains an option part including an 8-bit field named Priority which indicates the relative priority of the NPDU [1]. The values 0000 0001 through 0000 1110 are to be used to indicate the priority in an increasing order. The value 0000 0000 indicates normal priority.

3 Differentiated Services

Differentiated services (DiffServ) is intended to enable the deployment of scalable service discrimination in the Internet without the need for per-flow state and signaling at every hop. The premise of DiffServ networks is that routers in the core network handle packets from different traffic streams by forwarding them using different per-hop behaviors (PHBs). The PHB to be applied is indicated by a DiffServ Codepoint (DSCP) in the IP header of the packet [6]. The advantage of such a mechanism is that several different traffic streams can be aggregated to one of a small number of behavior aggregates (BA) which are each forwarded using the same PHB at the router, thereby simplifying the processing and associated storage [7]. There is no signaling or processing since QoS (Quality of Service) is invoked on a packet-by-packet basis [7].
Figure 3: Major functional block diagram of a router.

The Diffserv architecture is composed of a number of functional elements, including a small set of per-hop forwarding behaviors, packet classification functions, and traffic conditioning functions which includes metering, marking, shaping and policing. The functional block diagram of a typical Diffserv router is shown in Figure 3 [7]. This architecture provides Expedited Forwarding (EF) service and Assured Forwarding (AF) service in addition to best-effort (BE) service as described below.

3.1 Expedited Forwarding (EF)

This service is also been described as Premium Service. The EF service provides a low loss, low latency, low jitter, assured bandwidth, end-to-end service for customers [8]. Loss, latency and jitter are due to the queuing experienced by traffic while transiting the network. Therefore, providing low loss, latency and jitter for some traffic aggregate means there are no queues (or very small queues) for the traffic aggregate. At every transit node, the aggregate of the EF traffic’s maximum arrival rate must be less than its configured minimum departure rate so that there is almost no queuing delay for these premium packets. Packets exceeding the peak rate are shaped by the traffic conditioners to bring the traffic into conformance.

3.2 Assured Forwarding

This service provides a reliable services for customers, even in times of network congestion. Classification and policing are first done at the edge routers of the DiffServ network. The assured service traffic is considered in-profile if the traffic does not exceed the bit rate allocated for the service; otherwise, the excess packets are considered out-of-profile. The in-profile packets should be forwarded with high probability. However, the out-of-profile packets are not delivered with as high probability as the traffic that is within the profile. Since the network does not reorder packets that belong to the same microflow, all packets, irrespective of whether they are in-profile or out-of-profile, are put into an assured queue to avoid out-of-order delivery.

Assured Forwarding provides the delivery of packets in four independently forwarded AF classes. Each class is allocated with a configurable minimum amount of buffer space and bandwidth. Each
class is in turn divided into different levels of drop precedence. In the case of network congestion, the drop precedence determines the relative importance of the packets within the AF class. Figure 4 [9] shows four different AF classes with three levels of drop precedence.

3.3 Best Effort

This is the default service available in DiffServ, and is also deployed by the current Internet. It does not guarantee any bandwidth to the customers, but can only get the bandwidth available. Packets are queued when buffers are available and dropped when resources are over committed.

4 ATN over Differentiated Services

In this section, we describe in detail the mapping strategy adopted in this paper to connect the ATN and DS domains followed by the simulation configuration we have used to test the mapping.

4.1 Mapping Function

Our goal is to use differentiated services to achieve QoS for ATN to integrate Air/Ground and Ground/Ground data communications into a global Internet serving Air Traffic Control (ATC) and Aeronautical Operations Communications (AOC). The main constraint is that the PHB treatment of packets along the path in the DiffServ domain must approximate the QoS offered in the ATN network. In this paper, we satisfy the above requirement by appropriately mapping the traffic coming from ATN into the corresponding Behavior Aggregates, and then marking the packets with the appropriate DSCP for routing in the DiffServ domain.

To achieve the above goal, we introduce a mapping function at the boundary router between the ATN and DiffServ domain as shown in Figure 5. Packets with different priorities from the ATN domain are first mapped to the corresponding PHBs in the DiffServ domain by appropriately assigning a DSCP according to the mapping function. The packets are then routed in the DiffServ domain where they receive treatment based on their DSCP code. The packets are grouped to BAs in the DiffServ domain. Table 1 shows an example mapping function which has been used in our simulation.
4.2 Simulation Configuration

To test the effectiveness of our proposed mapping strategy between ATN and DiffServ and to determine the QoS that can be provided to ATN applications, we carried out simulation using the *ns* (Version 2.1b6) simulation tool from Berkeley [10]. The network configuration used in our simulation is shown in Figure 6.

Ten ATN sources were used in our simulation, the number of sources generating high, medium and normal priority packets were two, three and five respectively. Ten ATN sinks served as destinations for the ATN sources.

All the links in Figure 6 are labeled with a (bandwidth, propagation delay) pair. For the purpose of ATN over DiffServ, the mapping function shown in Table 1 has been integrated into the edge DiffServ router. CBR (Constant Bit Rate) traffic was used for all ATN sources in our simulation so that the relationship between the bandwidth utilization and bandwidth allocation can be more easily evaluated.

Inside the DiffServ router, EF queue was configured as a simple Priority Queue with Tail Drop. AF queue was configured as RIO queue and BE queue as a RED [11] queue. The queue weights of EF, AF and BE queues were set to 0.4, 0.4 and 0.2 respectively. Since the bandwidth of the bottleneck link between two DiffServ routers is 5 Mb, the above scheduling weights implies bandwidth allocations of 2 Mb, 2 Mb and 1 Mb for the EF, AF and BE links respectively during periods of congestion at the edge router.

5 Simulation Results

In this section, results obtained from our simulation experiments are presented. The criteria used to evaluate our proposed strategy are described followed by the description of our experiments and numerical results.
5.1 Performance Criteria

To show the effectiveness of our mapping strategy in providing QoS to end ATN applications, we have used goodput, queue size and drop ratio as the performance criteria. In the next section, we present the results of measurements of the above quantities from our simulation experiments.

5.2 Simulation Cases

We use the following four simulation cases to determine the QoS obtained by ATN sources.

- **Case 1: No congestion**: The traffic generated by the each high, medium and normal priority sources were set to 1 Mb, 0.666 Mb and 0.2 Mb respectively. According to the network configuration described in Section 4.2, there are two, three and five sources generating high, medium and normal priority traffic of 2Mb, 2Mb and 1Mb respectively. The amount of traffic of different priority are equal to the corresponding output link bandwidth assigned by scheduler described in Section 4.2. Under this scenario, *there should not be any significant congestion* at the edge DiffServ router because the sum of the traffic from the sources is equal to the bandwidth of the bottleneck link.

- **Case 2: Normal priority traffic gets into congestion**: The traffic generated by the each high, medium and normal priority sources were set to 1 Mb, 0.666 Mb and 0.6 Mb respectively. According to the network configuration described in Section 4.2, there are two, three and five sources generating high, medium and normal priority traffic of 2Mb, 2Mb and 3Mb respectively. The amount of traffic of high and medium priority are still equal to the corresponding output link bandwidth assigned by scheduler described in Section 4.2. However, the amount of traffic of normal priority is greater than its corresponding output
link bandwidth. Under this scenario, the **normal priority traffic gets into congestion** at the edge Diffserv router.

- **Case 3: Medium priority traffic gets into congestion**: The traffic generated by the each high, medium and normal priority sources were set to 1Mb, 1.333 Mb and 0.2 Mb respectively. According to the network configuration described in Section 4.2, there are two, three and five sources generating high, medium and normal priority traffic of 2Mb, 4Mb and 1Mb respectively. The amount of traffic of high and normal priority are still equal to the corresponding output link bandwidth assigned by scheduler described in Section 4.2. However, the amount of traffic of medium priority is greater than its corresponding output link bandwidth. Under this scenario, the **medium priority traffic gets into congestion** at the edge Diffserv router.

- **Case 4: Both medium and normal priority traffics get into congestion**: The traffic generated by the each high, medium and normal priority sources were set to 1Mb, 1.333 Mb and 0.6 Mb respectively. According to the network configuration described in Section 4.2, there are two, three and five sources generating high, medium and normal priority traffic of 2Mb, 4Mb and 3Mb respectively. The amount of traffic of high priority is still equal to the corresponding output link bandwidth assigned by scheduler described in Section 4.2. However, the amount of traffic of both medium and normal priority are greater than their corresponding output link bandwidth. Under this scenario, **both medium and normal priority traffics get into congestion** at the edge Diffserv router.

### 5.3 Numerical Results

Table 2 shows the goodput of each ATN source for four different cases described in Section 5.2. Table 3 shows the drop ratio measured at the scheduler for four cases of the three different types of ATN sources. Figures 7, 8, 9 and 10 show the queue size for each of the four case (from Case 1 to Case 4), from which the queuing delay and jitter can be evaluated.

**Table 2: Goodput of each ATN source (Unit: Kb/S)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High priority Sources</strong></td>
<td>Source 0</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source 1</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source 2</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>668.2409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source 3</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>667.3379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source 4</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>664.4189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium priority Sources</strong></td>
<td>Source 5</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>199.6469</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source 6</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>201.8520</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source 7</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>202.4190</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source 8</td>
<td>199.9830</td>
<td>199.8779</td>
<td>199.9830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Source 9</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>196.2030</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case 1** is an ideal case. Each type of source (high, medium and normal priority sources) generates traffic at the rate equal to the bandwidth assigned by the scheduler. Therefore, there is no significant network congestion at the edge Diffserv router. As seen in Table 2, the goodput of each source is almost the same as its traffic generation rate. From Table 3, the drop ratio of each
Table 3: Drop ratio of ATN traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.499817</td>
<td>0.499834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.66563</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.665616</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Queue size plots for Case 1

In case 2, we increased the traffic generation rate of normal priority sources, keeping the rates of the other two types of traffic unchanged. The traffic generating rate of each normal priority source is set to 0.6Mb. In this case, the normal priority traffic gets congested. As shown by Table 3, the drop ratio of normal priority traffic is greatly increased. However, drop ratio for the other two sources still remain at zero. As seen in Table 2, the goodput of normal priority traffic for each source is only about 0.2Mb, instead of the traffic generation rate of 0.6Mb. The reason is that the total available output bandwidth of normal priority traffic has been assigned to 1Mb by scheduler. From Figure 8, we find that the average queue size of the normal priority queue is far greater than the other two types of sources. In addition, the jitter of normal priority traffic is also greater than the other two types of sources. The high priority traffic has the smallest average queue size and the smallest jitter.

Case 3 is very similar to case 2. The only difference is that the medium priority traffic, rather than normal priority traffic, gets into congestion. As expected, we find the drop ratio of medium...
priority traffic is increased with other two traffic types remaining at zero, and the goodput is also limited by the output link bandwidth assigned by the scheduler (which is 2Mb). From Figure 9, we find that both the jitter and the average queue size of medium priority traffic are far greater than the other two traffic types. The high priority traffic has the smallest average queue size and the smallest jitter.

In Case 4, we increased the traffic generation rates of both medium and normal priority sources. Both of them get into network congestion in this case. We find from Table 3 that the drop ratio of high priority traffic remains at zero, and drop ratios of both medium priority traffic and normal priority traffic are greatly increased. Furthermore, the drop ratio of normal priority traffic is greater than that of medium priority traffic. As shown by Table 2, the goodput of both the medium and normal priority traffic are limited by their link bandwidths allocated by scheduler. From Figure 10, we see that the normal priority traffic has both the biggest jitter and biggest average queue size. We can also find that the high priority traffic has both the smallest jitter and smallest average queue size.

From the above results, we can arrive at the following observations:

- The high priority traffic always has the smallest jitter, the smallest average queue size and the smallest drop ratio without being affected by the performance of other traffic. In other words, the high priority traffic receives the highest priority, which satisfies the priority requirements of ATN.

- The medium priority traffic has smaller drop ratio, jitter and queue size than the normal priority traffic, even in the presence of network congestion. This also satisfies the priority requirements of ATN.

We therefore, conclude that the priority requirements of ATN can be successfully achieved when ATN traffic is mapped to the DiffServ domain in next generation Internet.
Figure 9: Queue size plots for Case 3

Figure 10: Queue size plots for Case 4
6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed DiffServ as the backbone network to interconnect ATN subnetworks. We have designed a mapping function to map traffic flows coming from ATN with different priorities (indicated by the priority field in ATN packet header) to the corresponding PHBs in the DiffServ domain.

The proposed scheme has been studied in detail using simulation. It has been found that the QoS requirements of ATN can be achieved when ATN runs over DiffServ. We have illustrated our scheme by mapping ATN traffic of three different priorities to the three service classes of DiffServ. The ability of our scheme to provide QoS to end ATN applications has been demonstrated by measuring the drop ratio, goodput and queue size. We found that the high priority ATN traffic has the smallest jitter, the smallest average queue size and the smallest drop ratio, and is unaffected by the performance of other traffic. Moreover, the medium priority ATN traffic has a smaller drop ratio, jitter and queue size than the normal traffic, even in the presence of network congestion.
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ABSTRACT
Satellite networks play an indispensable role in providing global Internet access and electronic connectivity. To achieve such a global communications, provisioning of quality of service (QoS) within the advanced satellite systems is the main requirement. One of the key mechanisms of implementing the quality of service is traffic management. Traffic management becomes a crucial factor in the case of satellite network because of the limited availability of their resources. Currently, Internet Protocol (IP) only has minimal traffic management capabilities and provides best effort services. In this paper, we presented a broadband satellite network QoS model and simulated performance results. In particular, we discussed the TCP flow aggregates performance for their good behavior in the presence of competing UDP flow aggregates in the same assured forwarding. We identified several factors that affect the performance in the mixed environments and quantified their effects using a full factorial design of experiment methodology.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing worldwide demand for more bandwidth and Internet access is creating new opportunities for the deployment of global next generation satellite networks. Today it is clear that satellite networks will be a significant player in the digital revolution, and will specially benefit from on-board digital processing and switching, as well as other such technological advances as emerging digital compression, narrow spot beams for frequency reuse, digital intersatellite links, advanced link access methods and multicast technologies. Many new satellite communication systems have been planned and are under development including at Ka, Q/V-bands [7]. Some of the key design issues for satellite networks include efficient resource management schemes and QoS architectures.

However, satellite systems have several inherent constraints. The resources of the satellite communication network, especially the satellite and the Earth station, are expensive and typically have low redundancy; these must be robust and be used efficiently. The large delays in geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) systems and delay variations in low Earth orbit (LEO) systems affect both real-time and non-real-time applications. In an acknowledgement and time-out-based congestion control mechanism (like TCP), performance is inherently related to the delay-bandwidth product of the connection. Moreover, TCP round-trip time (RTT) measurements are sensitive to delay variations that may cause false timeouts and retransmissions. As a result, the congestion control issues for broadband satellite networks are somewhat different from those of low-latency terrestrial networks. Both interoperability issues as well as performance issues need to be addressed before a transport-layer protocol like TCP can satisfactorily work over long-latency satellite IP ATM networks.
There has been an increased interest in developing Differentiated Services (DS) architecture for provisioning IP QoS over satellite networks. DS aims to provide scalable service differentiation in the Internet that can be used to permit differentiated pricing of Internet service [1]. This differentiation may either be quantitative or relative. DS is scalable as traffic classification and conditioning is performed only at network boundary nodes. The service to be received by a traffic is marked as a code point in the DS field in the IPv4 or IPv6 header. The DS code point in the header of an IP packet is used to determine the Per-Hop Behavior (PHB), i.e. the forwarding treatment it will receive at a network node. Currently, formal specification is available for two PHBs - Assured Forwarding [4] and Expedited Forwarding [5]. In Expedited Forwarding, a transit node uses policing and shaping mechanisms to ensure that the maximum arrival rate of a traffic aggregate is less than its minimum departure rate. At each transit node, the minimum departure rate of a traffic aggregate should be configurable and independent of other traffic at the node. Such a per-hop behavior results in minimum delay and jitter and can be used to provide an end-to-end 'Virtual Leased Line' type of service.

In Assured Forwarding (AF), IP packets are classified as belonging to one of four traffic classes. IP packets assigned to different traffic classes are forwarded independent of each other. Each traffic class is assigned a minimum configurable amount of resources (link bandwidth and buffer space). Resources not being currently used by another PHB or an AF traffic class can optionally be used by remaining classes. Within a traffic class, a packet is assigned one of three levels of drop precedence (green, yellow, red). In case of congestion, an AF-compliant DS node drops low precedence (red) packets in preference to higher precedence (green, yellow) packets.
In this paper, we describe a wide range of simulations, varying several factors to identify the significant ones influencing fair allocation of excess satellite network resources among congestion sensitive and insensitive flows. The factors that we studied in Section 2 include: 

1. number of drop precedence required (one, two, or three),
2. percentage of reserved (highest drop precedence) traffic,
3. buffer management (Tail drop or Random Early Drop with different parameters), and
4. traffic types (TCP aggregates, UDP aggregates).

Section 3 describes the simulation configuration and parameters and experimental design techniques. Section 4 describes Analysis Of Variation (ANOVA) technique. Simulation results for TCP and UDP, for reserve rate utilization and fairness are also given. Section 5 summarizes the study’s conclusions.

2. QOS FRAME WORK

The key factors that affect the satellite network performance are those relating to bandwidth management, buffer management, traffic types and their treatment, and network configuration. Band width management relates to the algorithms and parameters that affect service (PHB) given to a particular aggregate. In particular, the number of drop precedence (one, two, or three) and the level of reserved traffic were identified as the key factors in this analysis.

Buffer management relates to the method of selecting packets to be dropped when the buffers are full. Two commonly used methods are tail drop and random early drop (RED). Several variations of RED are possible in case of multiple drop precedence. These variations are described in Section 3.
Two traffic types that we considered are TCP and UDP aggregates. TCP and UDP were separated out because of their different response to packet losses. In particular, we were concerned that if excess TCP and excess UDP were both given the same treatment, TCP flows will reduce their rates on packet drops while UDP flows will not change and get the entire excess bandwidth. The analysis shows that this is in fact the case and that it is important to give a better treatment to excess TCP than excess UDP.

In this paper, we used a simple network configuration which was chosen in consultation with other researchers interested in assured forwarding. This is a simple configuration, which we believe, provides most insight into the issues and on the other hand will be typical of a GEO satellite network.

We have addressed the following QoS issues in our simulation study:

- Three drop precedence (green, yellow, and red) help clearly distinguish between congestion sensitive and insensitive flows.

- The reserved bandwidth should not be overbooked, that is, the sum should be less than the bottleneck link capacity. If the network operates close to its capacity, three levels of drop precedence are redundant as there is not much excess bandwidth to be shared.

- The excess congestion sensitive (TCP) packets should be marked as yellow while the excess congestion insensitive (UDP) packets should be marked as red.

- The RED parameters have significant effect on the performance. The optimal setting of RED parameters is an area for further research.
2.1 Buffer Management Classifications

Buffer management techniques help identify which packets should be dropped when the queues exceed a certain threshold. It is possible to place packets in one queue or multiple queues depending upon their color or flow type. For the threshold, it is possible to keep a single threshold on packets in all queues or to keep multiple thresholds. Thus, the accounting (queues) could be single or multiple and the threshold could be single or multiple. These choices lead to four classes of buffer management techniques:

1. Single Accounting, Single Threshold (SAST)
2. Single Accounting, Multiple Threshold (SAMT)
3. Multiple Accounting, Single Threshold (MAST)
4. Multiple Accounting, Multiple Threshold (MAMT)

Random Early Discard (RED) is a well known and now commonly implemented packet drop policy. It has been shown that RED performs better and provides better fairness than the tail drop policy. In RED, the drop probability of a packet depends on the average queue length which is an exponential average of instantaneous queue length at the time of the packet's arrival [3]. The drop probability increases linearly from 0 to max\_p as average queue length increases from min\_th to max\_th. With packets of multiple colors, one can calculate average queue length in many ways and have multiple sets of drop thresholds for packets of different colors. In general, with multiple
colors, RED policy can be implemented as a variant of one of four general categories: SAST, SAMT, MAST, and MAMT.

Single Average Single Threshold RED has a single average queue length and same min_th and max_th thresholds for packets of all colors. Such a policy does not distinguish between packets of different colors and can also be called color blind RED. In Single Average Multiple Thresholds RED, average queue length is based on total number of packets in the queue irrespective of their color. However, packets of different colors have different drop thresholds. For example, if maximum queue size is 60 packets, the drop thresholds for green, yellow and red packets can be \{40/60, 20/40, 0/10\}. In these simulations, we used Single Average Multiple Thresholds RED.

In Multiple Average Single/Multiple Threshold RED, average queue length for packets of different colors is calculated differently. For example, average queue length for a color can be calculated using number of packets in the queue with same or better color [2]. In such a scheme, average queue length for green, yellow and red packets will be calculated using number of green, yellow + green, red + yellow + green packets in the queue respectively. Another possible scheme is where average queue length for a color is calculated using number of packets of that color in the queue [8]. In such a case, average queue length for green, yellow and red packets will be calculated using number of green, yellow and red packets in the queue respectively. Multiple Average Single Threshold RED will have same drop thresholds for packets of all colors whereas Multiple Average Multiple Threshold RED will have different drop thresholds for packets of different colors.
3. SIMULATION CONFIGURATION AND PARAMETERS

Figure 1 shows the network configuration for simulations. The configuration consists of customers 1 through 10 sending data over the link between Routers 1, 2 and using the same AF traffic class. Router 1 is located in a satellite ground station. Router 2 is located in a GEO satellite and Router 3 is located in destination ground station. Traffic is one-dimensional with only ACKs coming back from the other side. Customers 1 through 9 carry an aggregated traffic coming from 5 Reno TCP sources each. Customer 10 gets its traffic from a single UDP source sending data at a rate of 1.28 Mbps. Common configuration parameters are detailed in Tables 1 and 2. All TCP and UDP packets are marked green at the source before being 'recolored' by a traffic conditioner at the customer site. The traffic conditioner consists of two 'leaky' buckets (green and yellow) that mark packets according to their token generation rates (called reserved/green and yellow rate). In two-color simulations, yellow rate of all customers is set to zero. Thus, in two-color simulations, both UDP and TCP packets will be colored either green or red. In three-color simulations, customer 10 (the UDP customer) always has a yellow rate of 0. Thus, in three-color simulations, TCP packets coming from customers 1 through 9 can be colored green, yellow or red and UDP packets coming from customer 10 will be colored green or red. All the traffic coming to Router 1 passes through a Random Early Drop (RED) queue. The RED policy implemented at Router 1 can be classified as Single Average Multiple Threshold RED as explained in Section 3.

We have used NS simulator version 2.1b4a [9] for these simulations. The code has been modified to implement the traffic conditioner and multi-color RED (RED_n).
3.1 Experimental Design

In this study, we performed full factorial simulations involving many factors, which are listed in Tables 3 and 4 for two-color simulations and in Tables 5, 6 for three-color simulations:

- **Green Traffic Rates:** Green traffic rate is the token generation rate of green bucket in the traffic conditioner. We have experimented with green rates of 12.8, 25.6, 38.4 and 76.8 kbps per customer. These rates correspond to a total of 8.5%, 17.1%, 25.6% and 51.2% of network capacity (1.5 Mbps). In order to understand the effect of green traffic rate, we also conduct simulations with green rates of 102.4, 128, 153.6 and 179.2 kbps for two-color cases. These rates correspond to 68.3%, 85.3%, 102.4% and 119.5% of network capacity respectively. In the last two cases, we have oversubscribed the available network bandwidth. The Green rates used and the simulations sets are shown in Tables 3 and 5 for two and three-color simulations respectively.

- **Green Bucket Size:** 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 packets of 576 bytes each, shown in Tables 4 and 6.

- **Yellow Traffic Rate (only for three-color simulations, Table 6):** Yellow traffic rate is the token generation rate of yellow bucket in the traffic conditioner. We have experimented with yellow rates of 12.8 and 128 kbps per customer. These rates correspond to 7.7% and 77% of total capacity (1.5 Mbps) respectively. We used a high yellow rate of 128 kbps so that all excess (out of green rate) TCP packets are colored yellow and thus can be distinguished from excess UDP packets that are colored red.

- **Yellow Bucket Size (only for three-color simulations, Table 6):** 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 packets of 576 bytes each.
• Maximum Drop Probability: Maximum drop probability values used in the simulations are listed in Tables 4 and 6.

• Drop Thresholds for red colored packets: The network resources allocated to red colored packets and hence the fairness results depend on the drop thresholds for red packets. We experimented with different values of drop thresholds for red colored packets so as to achieve close to best fairness possible. Drop thresholds for green packets have been fixed at \{40,60\} for both two and three-color simulations. For three-color simulations, yellow packet drop thresholds are \{20,40\}. Drop thresholds are listed in Tables 4 and 6.

In these simulations, size of all queues is 60 packets of 576 bytes each. The queue weight used to calculate RED average queue length is 0.002. For easy reference, we have given an identification number to each simulation (Tables 3 and 5). The simulation results are analyzed using ANOVA techniques [6] briefly described in Section 8.

3.2 Performance Metrics

Simulation results have been evaluated based on utilization of reserved rates by the customers and the fairness achieved in allocation of excess bandwidth among different customers.

Utilization of reserved rate by a customer is measured as the ratio of green throughput of the customer and the reserved rate. Green throughput of a customer is determined by the number of green colored packets received at the traffic destination(s). Since in these simulations, the drop
thresholds for green packets are kept very high in the RED queue at Router 1, chances of a green packet getting dropped are minimal and ideally green throughput of a customer should equal its reserved rate.

The fairness in allocation of excess bandwidth among n customers sharing a link can be computed using the following formula [6]:

\[ \text{Fairness Index} = \frac{\left( \sum x_i \right)^2}{n \times \sum x_i^2} \]

Where \( x_i \) is the excess throughput of the \( i \)th customer. Excess throughput of a customer is determined by the number of yellow and red packets received at the traffic destination(s).

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results of two and three-color simulations are shown in Figures 2 and 3, where a simulation is identified by its Simulation ID listed in Tables 3 and 5. Figures 2a and 2b show the fairness achieved in allocation of excess bandwidth among ten customers for each of the two and three-color simulations respectively. It is clear from figure 2a that fairness is not good in two-color simulations. With three colors, there is a wide variation in fairness results with best results being close to 1. Fairness is zero in some of the two-color simulations. In these simulations, total reserved traffic uses all the bandwidth and there is no excess bandwidth available to share. Also, there is a wide variation in reserved rate utilization by customers in two and three-color simulations.
Figure 3 shows the reserved rate utilization by TCP and UDP customers. For TCP customers shown in Figures 3a and 3c, we have plotted the average reserved rate utilization in each simulation. In some cases, reserved rate utilization is slightly more than one. This is because token buckets are initially full which results in all packets getting green color in the beginning. Figures 3b and 3d show that UDP customers have good reserved rate utilization in almost all cases. In contrast, TCP customers show a wide variation in reserved rate utilization.

In order to determine the influence of different simulation factors on the reserved rate utilization and fairness achieved in excess bandwidth distribution, we analyze simulation results statistically using Analysis of Variation (ANOVA) technique. Section 4.1 gives a brief introduction to ANOVA technique used in the analysis. In later sections, we present the results of statistical analysis of two and three-color simulations, in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

4.1 Analysis Of Variation (ANOVA) Technique

The results of a simulation are affected by the values (or levels) of simulation factors (e.g. green rate) and the interactions between levels of different factors (e.g. green rate and green bucket size). The simulation factors and their levels used in this simulation study are listed in Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6. Analysis of Variation of simulation results is a statistical technique used to quantify these effects. In this section, we present a brief account of Analysis of Variation technique. More details can be found in [6].
Analysis of Variation involves calculating the Total Variation in simulation results around the Overall Mean and doing Allocation of Variation to contributing factors and their interactions. Following steps describe the calculations:

1. Calculate the *Overall Mean* of all the values.

2. Calculate the individual effect of each level $a$ of factor $A$, called the *Main Effect* of $a$:

   \[
   \text{Main Effect}_a = \text{Mean}_a - \text{Overall Mean}
   \]

   where, Main Effect$_a$ is the main effect of level $a$ of factor $A$, Mean$_a$ is the mean of all results with $a$ as the value for factor $A$.

   The main effects are calculated for each level of each factor.

3. Calculate the *First Order Interaction* between levels $a$ and $b$ of two factors $A$ and $B$ respectively for all such pairs:

   \[
   \text{Interaction}_{a,b} = \text{Mean}_{a,b} - (\text{Overall Mean} + \text{Main Effect}_a + \text{Main Effect}_b)
   \]

   where, Interaction$_{a,b}$ is the interaction between levels $a$ and $b$ of factors $A$ and $B$ respectively, Mean$_{a,b}$ is mean of all results with $a$ and $b$ as values for factors $A$ and $B$, Main Effect$_a$ and Main Effect$_b$ are main effects of levels $a$ and $b$ respectively.

4. Calculate the *Total Variation* as shown below:

   \[
   \text{Total Variation} = \sum (\text{result}^2) - (\text{Num}_\text{Sims}) \times (\text{Overall Mean}^2)
   \]

   where, $\sum (\text{result}^2)$ is the sum of squares of all individual results and Num_Sims is total number of simulations.
5. The next step is the *Allocation of Variation* to individual main effects and first order interactions. To calculate the variation caused by a factor $A$, we take the sum of squares of the main effects of all levels of $A$ and multiply this sum with the number of experiments conducted with each level of $A$. To calculate the variation caused by first order interaction between two factors $A$ and $B$, we take the sum of squares of all the first-order interactions between levels of $A$ and $B$ and multiply this sum with the number of experiments conducted with each combination of levels of $A$ and $B$. We calculate the allocation of variation for each factor and first order interaction between every pair of factors.

### 4.2 ANOVA Analysis for Reserved Rate Utilization

Table 7 shows the Allocation of Variation to contributing factors for reserved rate utilization. As shown in Figures 3b and 3d, reserved rate utilization of UDP customers is almost always good for both two and three-color simulations. However, in spite of very low probability of a green packet getting dropped in the network, TCP customers are not able to fully utilize their reserved rate in all cases. The little variation in reserved rate utilization for UDP customers is explained largely by bucket size. Large bucket size means that more packets will get green color in the beginning of the simulation when green bucket is full. Green rate and interaction between green rate and bucket size explain a substantial part of the variation. This is because the definition of rate utilization metric has reserved rate in denominator. Thus, the part of the utilization coming from initially full bucket gets more weight for low reserved rate than for high reserved rates. Also, in two-color simulations for reserved rates 153.6 kbps and 179.2 kbps, the network is oversubscribed and hence in some cases UDP customer has a reserved rate utilization lower than one. For TCP customers, green
bucket size is the main factor in determining reserved rate utilization. TCP traffic, because of its bursty nature, is not able to fully utilize its reserved rate unless bucket size is sufficiently high. In our simulations, UDP customer sends data at a uniform rate of 1.28 Mbps and hence is able to fully utilize its reserved rate even when bucket size is low. However, TCP customers can have very poor utilization of reserved rate if bucket size is not sufficient. The minimum size of the leaky bucket required to fully utilize the token generation rate depends on the burstiness of the traffic.

4.3 ANOVA Analysis for Fairness

Fairness results shown in Figure 2a indicate that fairness in allocation of excess network bandwidth is very poor in two-color simulations. With two colors, excess traffic of TCP as well as UDP customers is marked red and hence is given same treatment in the network. Congestion sensitive TCP flows reduce their data rate in response to congestion created by UDP flow. However, UDP flow keeps on sending data at the same rate as before. Thus, UDP flow gets most of the excess bandwidth and the fairness is poor. In three-color simulations, fairness results vary widely with fairness being good in many cases. Table 8 shows the important factors influencing fairness in three-color simulations as determined by ANOVA analysis. Yellow rate is the most important factor in determining fairness in three-color simulations. With three colors, excess TCP traffic can be colored yellow and thus distinguished from excess UDP traffic, which is colored red. Network can protect congestion sensitive TCP traffic from congestion insensitive UDP traffic by giving better treatment to yellow packets than to red packets. Treatment given to yellow and red packets in the RED queues depends on RED parameters (drop thresholds and max drop probability values) for yellow and red packets. Fairness can be achieved by coloring excess TCP packets as yellow
and setting the RED parameter values for packets of different colors correctly. In these simulations, we experiment with yellow rates of 12.8 kbps and 128 kbps. With a yellow rate of 12.8 kbps, only a fraction of excess TCP packets can be colored yellow at the traffic conditioner and thus resulting fairness in excess bandwidth distribution is not good. However with a yellow rate of 128 kbps, all excess TCP packets are colored yellow and good fairness is achieved with correct setting of RED parameters. Yellow bucket size also explains a substantial portion of variation in fairness results for three-color simulations. This is because bursty TCP traffic can fully utilize its yellow rate only if yellow bucket size is sufficiently high. The interaction between yellow rate and yellow bucket size for three-color fairness results is because of the fact that minimum size of the yellow bucket required for fully utilizing the yellow rate increases with yellow rate.

It is evident that three colors are required to enable TCP flows get a fair share of excess network resources. Excess TCP and UDP packets should be colored differently and network should treat them in such a manner so as to achieve fairness. Also, size of token buckets should be sufficiently high so that bursty TCP traffic can fully utilize the token generation rates.

5. CONCLUSIONS

One of the goals of deploying multiple drop precedence levels in an Assured Forwarding traffic class on a satellite network is to ensure that all customers achieve their reserved rate and a fair share of excess bandwidth. In this paper, we analyzed the impact of various factors affecting the performance of assured forwarding. The key conclusions are:
• The key performance parameter is the level of green (reserved) traffic. The combined reserved rate for all customers should be less than the network capacity. Network should be configured in such a manner so that in-profile traffic (colored green) does not suffer any packet loss and is successfully delivered to the destination.

• If the reserved traffic is overbooked, so that there is little excess capacity, two drop precedence give the same performance as three.

• The fair allocation of excess network bandwidth can be achieved only by giving different treatment to out-of-profile traffic of congestion sensitive and insensitive flows. The reason is that congestion sensitive flows reduce their data rate on detecting congestion however congestion insensitive flows keep on sending data as before. Thus, in order to prevent congestion insensitive flows from taking advantage of reduced data rate of congestion sensitive flows in case of congestion, excess congestion insensitive traffic should get much harsher treatment from the network than excess congestion sensitive traffic. Hence, it is important that excess congestion sensitive and insensitive traffic is colored differently so that network can distinguish between them. Clearly, three colors or levels of drop precedence are required for this purpose.

• Classifiers have to distinguish between TCP and UDP packets in order to meaningfully utilize the three drop precedence.

• RED parameters and implementations have significant impact on the performance. Further work is required for recommendations on proper setting of RED parameters.
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Table 1: General Configuration Parameters used in Simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>100 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP Window</td>
<td>64 packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP Packet Size</td>
<td>576 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDP Rate</td>
<td>1.28Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum queue size (for all queues)</td>
<td>60 packets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Link Parameters used in Simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link between UDP/TCPs and Customers:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link Bandwidth</strong></td>
<td>10 Mbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One way Delay</strong></td>
<td>1 microsecond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drop Policy</strong></td>
<td>DropTail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link between Customers (Sinks) and Router 1 (Router 3):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link Bandwidth</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One way Delay</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drop Policy</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link between Router 1 and Router 2:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link Bandwidth</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One way Delay</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drop Policy From Router 1 to Router 2</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drop Policy From Router 2 to Router 1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link between Router 2 and Router 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Link Bandwidth</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>One way Delay</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drop Policy</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Two-color Simulation Sets and their Green Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation ID</th>
<th>Green Rate [kbps]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-144</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201-344</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>401-544</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601-744</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801-944</td>
<td>102.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001-1144</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1201-1344</td>
<td>153.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1401-1544</td>
<td>179.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Parameters, which combinations are used in each Set of two-color Simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max Drop Drop Probability</td>
<td>{0.1, 0.1}, {0.1, 0.5}, {0.1, 1}, {0.5, 1}, {0.5, 1}, {1, 1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop Thresholds</td>
<td>{40/60, 0/10}, {40/60, 0/20}, {40/60, 0/5}, {40/60, 20/40}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Bucket (in Packets)</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Three-color Simulation Sets and their Green Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation ID</th>
<th>Green Rate [kbps]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-720</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001-1720</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001-2720</td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3001-3720</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Parameters, which combinations are used in each Set of three-color Simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Combinations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max Drop Drop Probability</td>
<td>{0.1, 0.5, 1}, {0.1, 1, 1}, {0.5, 0.5, 1}, {0.5, 1, 1}, {1, 1, 1}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Green, Yellow, Red}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drop Thresholds</td>
<td>{40/60, 20/40, 0/10}, {40/60, 20/40, 0/20}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Green, Yellow, Red}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Rate [kbps]</td>
<td>12.8, 128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green bucket Size (in packets)</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow bucket Size (in packets)</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7: Main Factors Influencing Reserved Rate Utilization Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor/Interaction</th>
<th>Allocation of Variation (in %age)</th>
<th>In two-color Simulations</th>
<th>In three-color Simulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>UDP</td>
<td>TCP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Rate</td>
<td>8.86%</td>
<td>31.55%</td>
<td>2.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Bucket Size</td>
<td>86.22%</td>
<td>42.29%</td>
<td>95.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Rate - Green Bucket Size</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
<td>25.35%</td>
<td>1.96%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8: Main Factors Influencing Fairness Results in three-color Simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor/Interaction</th>
<th>Allocation of Variation (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Rate</td>
<td>41.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Bucket Size</td>
<td>28.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction between Yellow Rate and Yellow Bucket Size</td>
<td>26.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Simulation Configuration
Figure 2a. Simulation Results: Fairness achieved in two-color Simulations with Different Reserved Rates
Figure 2b. Simulation Results: Fairness achieved in Three-Color Simulations with different Reserved Rates
Reserved Rate Utilization by TCP Customers in Two-Color Simulations

Figure 3a. Reserved Rate Utilization by TCP Customers in two-color Simulations
Figure 3b. Reserved Rate Utilization by UDP Customers in two-color Simulations
Reserved Rate Utilization by TCP Customers in Three-Color Simulations

Figure 3c. Reserved Rate Utilization by TCP Customers in three-color Simulations
Figure 3d. Reserved Rate Utilization by UTP Customers in three-color Simulations
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Abstract
Delivering congestion signals is essential to the performance of networks. Current TCP/IP networks use packet losses to signal congestion. Packet losses not only reduce TCP performance, but also add large delay. Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) delivers a faster indication of congestion and has better performance. However, current ECN implementations mark the packet from the tail of the queue. In this paper, we propose the mark-front strategy to send an even faster congestion signal. We show that mark-front strategy reduces buffer size requirement, improves link efficiency and provides better fairness among users. Simulation results that verify our analysis are also presented.

Keywords: Explicit Congestion Notification, mark-front, congestion control, buffer size requirement, fairness.

1 Introduction
Delivering congestion signals is essential to the performance of computer networks. In TCP/IP, congestion signals from the network are used by the source to determine the load. When a packet is acknowledged, the source increases its window size. When a congestion signal is received, its window size is reduced [1, 2].

TCP/IP uses two methods to deliver congestion signals. The first method is timeout. When the source sends a packet, it starts a retransmission timer. If it does not receive an acknowledgment within a certain time, it assumes congestion has happened in the network and the packet has been lost. Timeout is the slowest congestion signal because the source has to wait a long time for the retransmission timer to expire.

The second method is loss detection. In this method, the receiver sends a duplicate ACK immediately on reception of each out-of-sequence packet. The source interprets the reception of three duplicate acknowledgments as a congestion packet loss. Loss detection can avoid the long wait of timeout.

Both timeout and loss detection use packet losses as congestion signals. Packet losses not only increase the traffic in the network, but also add large transfer delay. The Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) proposed in [3, 4] provides a light-weight mechanism for routers to send a direct indication of congestion to the source. It makes use of two experimental bits in the IP header and two experimental bits in the TCP header. When the average queue length exceeds a threshold, the incoming packet is marked as congestion experienced with a probability calculated from the average queue length. When the marked packet is received, the receiver marks the acknowledgment using an ECN-Echo bit in the TCP header to send congestion notification back to the source. Upon receiving the ECN-Echo, the source halves its congestion window to help alleviate the congestion.

Many authors have pointed out that marking provides more information about the congestion state than packet dropping [5, 6], and ECN has been proven to be a better way to deliver congestion signal and exhibits a better performance [4, 5, 7].
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In most ECN implementations, when congestion happens, the congested router marks the incoming packet that just entered the queue. When the buffer is full or when a packet needs to be dropped as in Random Early Detection (RED), some implementations, such as the ns simulator [8], have the “drop from front” option as suggested by Yin [9] and Lakshman [10]. A brief discussion of drop from front in RED can be found in [11]. However, for packet marking, these implementations still pick the incoming packet and not the front packet. We call this policy “mark-tail”.

In this paper, we propose a simple marking mechanism — the “mark-front” strategy. This strategy marks a packet when the packet is going to leave the queue and the queue length is greater than the pre-determined threshold. The mark-front strategy is different from the current mark-tail policy in two ways. First, since the router marks the packet at the time when it is sent, and not at the time when the packet is received, a more up-to-date congestion signal is carried by the marked packet. Second, since the router marks the packet in the front of the queue and not the incoming packet, congestion signals do not undergo the queueing delay as the data packets. In this way, a faster congestion feedback is delivered to the source.

The implementation of this strategy is extremely simple. One only needs to move the marking action from the enqueue procedure to the dequeue procedure and choose the packet leaving the queue in stead of the packet entering the queue.

We justify the mark-front strategy by studying its benefits. We find that, by providing faster congestion signals, mark-front strategy reduces the buffer size requirement at the routers; it avoids packet losses and thus improves the link efficiency when the buffer size in routers is limited. Our simulations also show that mark-front strategy improves the fairness among old and new users, and alleviates TCP’s discrimination against connections with large round trip time.

The mark-front strategy differs from the “drop from front” option in that when packets are dropped, only implicit congestion feedback can be inferred from timeout or duplicate ACKs; when packets are marked, explicit and faster congestion feedback is delivered to the source.

Gibbons and Kelly [6] suggested a number of mechanisms for packet marking, such as “marking all the packets in the queue at the time of a packet loss”, “marking every packet leaving the queue from the time of a packet loss until the queue becomes empty”, and “marking packets randomly as they leave the queue with a probability so that later packets will not be lost.” Our mark-front strategy differs from these marking mechanisms in that it is a simple marking rule that faithfully reflects the up-to-date congestion status, while the mechanisms suggested by Gibbons and Kelly either do not reflect the correct congestion status, or need sophisticated probability calculation about which no sound algorithm is known.

It is worth mentioning that mark-front strategy is as effective in high speed networks as in low speed networks. Lakshman and Madhow [12] showed that the amount of drop-tail switches should be at least two to three times the bandwidth-delay product of the network in order for TCP to achieve decent performance and to avoid losses in the slow start phase. Our analysis in section 4.3 reveals that in the steady-state congestion avoidance phase, the queue size fluctuates from empty to one bandwidth-delay product. So the queuing delay experienced by packets when congestion happens is comparable to the fixed round-trip time. Therefore, the mark-front strategy can save as much as a fixed round-trip time in congestion signal delay, independent of the link speed.

We should also mention that the mark-front strategy applies to both wired and wireless networks. When the router threshold is properly set, the coherence between consecutive packets can be used to distinguish packet losses due to wireless transmission error from packet losses due to congestion. This result will be reported elsewhere.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the assumptions for our analysis. Dynamics of queue growth with TCP window control is studied in section 3. In section 4, we compare the buffer size requirements of mark-front and mark-tail strategies. In section 5, we explain why mark-front is fairer than mark-tail. The simulation results that verify our conclusions are presented in section 6. In section 7, we remove the assumptions made to facilitate the analysis, and apply the mark-front strategy to the RED algorithm. Simulation results show that mark-front has the advantages over mark-tail as revealed by the analysis.

---

1The fixed round-trip time is the round-trip time under light load, i.e., without queueing delay.
2 Assumptions

ECN is used together with TCP congestion control mechanisms like slow start and congestion avoidance [2]. When the acknowledgment is not marked, the source follows existing TCP algorithms to send data and increase the congestion window. Upon the receipt of an ECN-Echo, the source halves its congestion window and reduces the slow start threshold. In the case of a packet loss, the source follows the TCP algorithm to reduce the window and retransmit the lost packet.

ECN delivers congestion signals by setting the congestion experienced bit, but determining when to set the bit depends on the congestion detection policy. In [3], ECN is proposed to be used with average queue length and RED. Their goal is to avoid sending congestion signals caused by transient traffic and to desynchronize sender windows [13, 14]. In this paper, to allow analytical modeling, we assume a simplified congestion detection criterion: when the actual queue length is smaller than the threshold, the incoming packet will not be marked; when the actual queue length exceeds the threshold, the incoming packet will be marked.

We also make the following assumptions. (1) Receiver windows are large enough so the bottleneck is in the network. (2) Senders always have data to send and will send as many packets as their windows allow. (3) There is only one bottleneck link that causes queue buildup. (4) Receivers acknowledge every packet received and there are no delayed acknowledgments. (5) There is no ACK compression [15]. (6) The queue length is measured in packets and all packets have the same size.

3 Queue Dynamics with TCP Window Control

In this section, we study the relationship between the window size at the source and the queue size at the congested router. The purpose is to show the difference between mark-tail and mark-front strategies. Our analysis is made on one connection, but with small modifications, it can also apply to multiple connection case. Simulation results of multiple connections and connections with different round trip time will be presented in section 6.

In a path with one connection, the only bottleneck is the first link with the lowest rate in the entire route. In case of congestion, queue builds up only at the router before the bottleneck link. The following lemma is obvious.

**Lemma 1** If the data rate of the bottleneck link is d packets per second, then the downstream packet inter-arrival time and the ack inter-arrival time on the reverse link can not be shorter than $1/d$ seconds. If the bottleneck link is fully-loaded (i.e., no idling), then the downstream packet inter-arrival time and the ack inter-arrival time on the reverse link are $1/d$ seconds.

Denote the source window size at time $t$ as $w(t)$, then we have

**Theorem 1** Consider a path with only one connection and only one bottleneck link. Let the fixed round trip time be $r$ seconds, the bottleneck link rate be $d$ packets per second, and the propagation and transmission time between the source and bottleneck router be $t_p$. If the bottleneck link has been busy for at least $r$ seconds, and a packet just arrived at the congested router at time $t$, then the queue length at the congested router is

$$Q(t) = w(t - t_p) - rd. \quad (1)$$

**Proof** Consider the packet that just arrived at the congested router at time $t$. It was sent by the source at time $t - t_p$. At that time, the number of packets on the path and outstanding acks on the reverse link was $w(t - t_p)$. By time $t$, $t_p d$ acks are received by the source. All packets between the source and the router have entered the congested router or have been sent downstream. As shown in Figure 1, the pipe length from the congested router to the receiver, and then back to the source is $r - t_p$. The number of downstream packets and outstanding acks are $(r - t_p)d$. The rest of the $w(t - t_p) d$ unacknowledged packets are still in the congested router. So the queue length is

$$Q(t) = w(t - t_p) - t_p d - (r - t_p)d = w(t - t_p) - rd. \quad (2)$$
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This finishes the proof.

Notice that in this theorem, we did not use the number of packets between the source and the congested router to estimate the queue length, because the packets downstream from the congested router and the acks on the reverse link are equally spaced, but the packets between the source and the congested router may not be.

The analysis in this theorem is based on the assumptions in section 2. The conclusion applies to both slow start and congestion avoidance phases. In order for equation (1) to hold, the router must have been congested for at least $r$ seconds.

## 4 Buffer Size Requirement and Threshold Setting

When ECN signals are used for congestion control, the network can achieve zero packet loss. When acknowledgments are not marked, the source gradually increase the window size. Upon the receipt of an ECN-Echo, the source halves its congestion window to reduce the congestion.

In this section, we analyze the buffer size requirement for both mark-tail and mark-front strategies. The result also includes an analysis on how to set the threshold.

### 4.1 Mark-Tail Strategy

Suppose $P$ was the packet that increased the queue length over the threshold $T$, and it was sent from the source at time $s_0$ and arrived at the congested router at time $t_0$. Its acknowledgment, which was an ECN-echo, arrived at the source at time $s_1$ and the window was reduced at the same time. We also assume that the last packet before the window reduction was sent at time $s_1$ and arrived at the congested router at time $t_1$.

In order to use Theorem 1, we need to consider two cases separately: when $T$ is large and when $T$ is small, compared to $rd$.

**Case 1** If $T$ is reasonably large (about $rd$) such that the buildup of a queue of size $T$ needs $r$ time, the assumption in Theorem 1 is satisfied, we have

\[ T = Q(t_0) = w(t_0 - t_p) - rd = w(s_0) - rd, \]

so

\[ w(s_0) = T + rd. \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Since the time elapse between $s_0$ and $s_1$ is one RTT, if packet $P$ were not marked, the congestion window would increase to $2w(s_0)$. Since $P$ was marked, the congestion window before receiving the ECN-Echo was

\[ w(s_1) = 2w(s_0) - 1 = 2(T + rd) - 1. \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)
When the last packet sent under this window reached the router at time $t_1^-$, the queue length was

$$Q(t_1^-) = w(s_1^-) - rd = 2w(s_0) - 1 - rd = 2T + rd - 1. \quad (6)$$

Upon the receipt of ECN-Echo, the congestion window was halved. The source can not send any more packets before half of the packets are acknowledged. So $2T + rd - 1$ is the maximum queue length.

**Case 2** If $T$ is small, $rd$ is an overestimate of the number of downstream packets and acks on the reverse link.

$$w(s_0) = T + \text{number of downstream packets and acks} \leq T + rd. \quad (7)$$

Therefore,

$$Q(t_1^-) = w(s_1^-) - rd = (2w(s_0) - 1) - rd \leq 2(T + rd) - 1 - rd = 2T + rd - 1. \quad (8)$$

So, in both cases, $2T + rd - 1$ is an upper bound of queue length that can be reached in slow start phase.

**Theorem 2** In a TCP connection with ECN congestion control, if the fixed round trip time is $r$ seconds, the bottleneck link rate is $d$ packets per second, and the bottleneck router uses threshold $T$ for congestion detection, then the maximum queue length can be reached in slow start phase is less than or equal to $2T + rd - 1$.

As shown by equation (6), when $T$ is large, the bound $2T + rd - 1$ can be reached with equality. When $T$ is small, $2T + rd - 1$ is just an upper bound. Since the queue length in congestion avoidance phase is smaller, this bound is actually the buffer size requirement.

### 4.2 Mark-Front Strategy

Suppose $P$ was the packet that increased the queue length over the threshold $T$, and it was sent from the source at time $s_0$ and arrived at the congested router at time $t_0$. The router marked the packet $P'$ that stood in the front of the queue. The acknowledgment of $P'$, which was an ECN-echo, arrived at the source at time $s_1$ and the window was reduced at the same time. We also suppose the last packet before the window reduction was sent at time $s_{-1}$ and arrived at the congested router at time $t_1^-$. Consider two cases separately: when $T$ is large and when $T$ is small.

**Case 1** If $T$ is reasonably large (about $rd$) such that the buildup of a queue of size $T$ needs $r$ time, the assumption in Theorem 1 is satisfied. We have

$$T = Q(t_0) = w(t_0 - t_p) - rd = w(s_0) - rd, \quad (9)$$

so

$$w(s_0) = T + rd. \quad (10)$$

In slow start phase, the source increases the congestion window by one for every acknowledgment it receives. If the acknowledgment of $P$ was received at the source without the congestion indication, the congestion window would be doubled to

$$2w(s_0) = 2(T + rd).$$

However, when the acknowledgment of $P'$ arrived, $T - 1$ acknowledgments corresponding to packets prior to $P$ were still on the way. So the window size at time $s_1^-$ was

$$w(s_1^-) = 2w(s_0) - (T - 1) - 1 = T + 2rd. \quad (11)$$
When the last packet sent under this window reached the router at time $t_i^+$, the queue length was

$$Q(t_i^+) = w(s_i^-) - rd = T + 2rd - rd = T + rd.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Upon the receipt of ECN-Echo, congestion window is halved. The source can not send any more packets before half of the packets are acknowledged. So $T + rd$ is the maximum queue length.

**Case 2** If $T$ is small, $rd$ is an overestimate of the number of downstream packets and acks on the reverse link.

$$w(s_0) = T + \text{number of downstream packets and acks} \leq T + rd.$$ \hspace{1cm} (13)

Therefore,

$$Q(t_i^+) = w(s_i^-) - rd = (2w(s_0) - T) - rd \leq 2(T + rd) - T - rd = T + rd.$$ \hspace{1cm} (14)

So, in both cases, $T + rd$ is an upper bound of queue length that can be reached in the slow start phase.

**Theorem 3** In a TCP connection with ECN congestion control, if the fixed round trip time is $r$ seconds, the bottleneck link rate is $d$ packets per second, and the bottleneck router uses threshold $T$ for congestion detection, then the maximum queue length that can be reached in slow start phase is less than or equal to $T + rd$.

Again, when $T$ is large, equation (12) shows the bound $T + rd$ is tight. Since the queue length in congestion avoidance phase is smaller, this bound is actually the buffer size requirement.

Theorem 2 and 3 estimate the buffer size requirement for zero-loss ECN congestion control.

**4.3 Threshold Setting**

In the congestion avoidance phase, congestion window increases roughly by one in every RTT. Assuming mark-tail strategy is used, using the same timing variables as in the previous subsections, we have

$$w(s_0) = Q(t_0) + rd = T + rd.$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)

The congestion window increases roughly by one in an RTT,

$$w(s_i^+) = T + rd + 1.$$ \hspace{1cm} (16)

When the last packet sent before the window reduction arrived at the router, it saw a queue length of $T + 1$:

$$Q(t_i^+) = w(s_i^-) - rd = T + 1.$$ \hspace{1cm} (17)

Upon the receipt of the ECN-Echo, the window was halved:

$$w(s_i^-) = (T + rd + 1)/2.$$ \hspace{1cm} (18)

The source may not be able to send packets immediately after $s_i$. After some packets were acknowledged, the halved window allowed new packets to be sent. The first packet sent under the new window saw a queue length of

$$Q(t_i) = w(s_i^-) - rd = (T + rd + 1)/2 - rd = (T - rd + 1)/2.$$ \hspace{1cm} (19)

The congestion window was fixed for an RTT and then began to increase. So $Q(t_i)$ was the minimum queue length in a cycle.

In summary, in the congestion avoidance phase, the maximum queue length is $T + 1$ and the minimum queue length is $(T - rd + 1)/2$. 
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In order to avoid link idling, we should have $(T - rd + 1)/2 \geq 0$ or equivalently, $T \geq rd - 1$. On the other hand, if \( \min Q \) is always positive, the router keeps an unnecessarily large queue and all packets suffer a long queueing delay. Therefore, the best choice of threshold should satisfy

$$(T - rd + 1)/2 = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

or

$$T = rd - 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

If mark-front strategy is used, the source’s congestion window increases roughly by one in every RTT, but congestion feedback travels faster than the data packets. Hence

$$Q(s_i^-) = T + rd + \epsilon,$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where \( \epsilon \) is between 0 and 1, and depends on the location of the congested router. Therefore,

$$w(s_i) = (T + rd + \epsilon)/2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

and

$$Q(t_1) = w(s_i) - rd = (T + rd + \epsilon)/2 - rd = (T - rd + \epsilon)/2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

For the reason stated above, the best choice of threshold is $T = rd - \epsilon$. Compared with \( rd \), the difference between \( rd - \epsilon \) and \( rd - 1 \) can be ignored. So we have the following theorem:

**Theorem 4** *In a path with only one connection, the optimal threshold that achieves full link utilization while keeping queueing delay minimal in congestion avoidance phase is \( rd - 1 \). If the threshold is smaller than this value, the link will be under-utilized. If the threshold is greater than this value, the link can be full utilized, but packets will suffer an unnecessarily large queueing delay.*

Combining the results in Theorem 2, 3 and 4, we can see that the mark-front strategy reduces the buffer size requirement from about \( 3rd \) to \( 2rd \). It also reduces the congestion feedback’s delay by one fixed round-trip time.

## 5 Lock-out Phenomenon and Fairness

One of the weaknesses of mark-tail policy is its discrimination against new flows. Consider the time when a new flow joins the network, but the buffer of the congested router is occupied by packets of old flows. In the mark-tail strategy, the packet that just arrived will be marked, but the packets already in the buffer will be sent without being marked. The acknowledgments of the sent packets will increase the window size of the old flows. Therefore, the old flows which already have large share of the resources will grow even larger. However, the new flow with small or no share of the resources has to back off, since its window size will be reduced by the marked packets. This causes a “lock-out” phenomenon in which a single connection or a few flows monopolize the buffer space and prevent other connections from getting room in the queue [16]. Lock-out leads to gross unfairness among users and is clearly undesirable.

Contrary to the mark-tail policy, the mark-front strategy marks the packets in the buffer first. Connections with large buffer occupancy will have more packets marked than connections with small buffer occupancy. Compared with the mark-tail strategy that let the packets in the buffer escape the marking, mark-front strategy helps to prevent the lock-out phenomenon. Therefore, we can expect that mark-front strategy to be fairer than mark-tail strategy.

TCP’s discrimination against connections with large RTT is also well known. The cause of this discrimination is similar to the discrimination against new connections. If connections with small RTT and large RTT start at the same time, the connections with small RTT will receive their acknowledgment faster and therefore grow faster. When congestion happens, connections with small RTT will take more buffer room than connections with large RTT. With mark-tail policy, packets already in the queue will not be marked but only newly arrived packets will be marked. Therefore, connections with small RTT will grow even larger, but connections with large RTT have to back off. Mark-front alleviates this discrimination by treating all packets in the buffer equally. Packets already in the buffer may also be marked. Therefore, connections with large RTT can have larger bandwidth.
6 Simulation Results

In order to compare the mark-front and mark-tail strategies, we performed a set of simulations with the ns simulator [8]. We modified the RED algorithm in ns simulator to deterministically mark the packets when the real queue length exceeds the threshold. The basic simulation model is shown in Figure 2. A number of sources $s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_m$ are connected to the router $r_1$ by 10 Mbps links, router $r_1$ is connected to $r_2$ by a 1.5 Mbps link, and destinations $d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_m$ are connected to $r_2$ by 10 Mbps links. The link speeds are chosen so that congestion will only happen at the router $r_1$, where mark-tail and mark-front strategies are tested.

With the basic configuration shown in Figure 2, the fixed round trip time, including the propagation time and the transmission time at the routers, is 59 ms. Changing the propagation delay between router $r_1$ and $r_2$ from 20 ms to 40 ms gives an RTT of 99 ms. Changing the propagation delays between the sources and router $r_1$ gives us configurations of different RTT. An FTP application runs on each source. Reno TCP and ECN are used for congestion control. The data packet size, including all headers, is 1000 bytes and the acknowledgment packet size is 40 bytes.

With the basic configuration,

$$rd = 0.059 \times 1.5 \times 10^6 \text{ bits} = 11062.5 \text{ bytes} \approx 11 \text{ packets}$$

In our simulations, the routers perform mark-tail or mark-front. The results for both strategies are compared.

6.1 Simulation Scenarios

In order to show the difference between mark-front and mark-tail strategies, we designed the following simulation scenarios based on the basic simulation model described in Figure 2. If not specified, all connections have an RTT of 59 ms, start at 0 second and stop at the 10th second.

1. One connection.
2. Two connections with the same RTT.
3. Two overlapping connections with the same RTT, but the first connection starts at 0 second and stops at the 9th second, the second connection starts at the first second and stops at the 10th second.
4. Two connections with RTT equal to 59 and 157 ms respectively.
5. Two connections with same RTT, but the buffer size at the congested router is limited to 25 packets.
6. Five connections with the same RTT.
7. Five connections with RTT of 59, 67, 137, 157 and 257 ms respectively.
8. Five connections with the same RTT, but the buffer size at the congested router is limited to 25 packets.
Scenarios 1, 4, 6 and 7 are mainly designed for testing the buffer size requirement. Scenarios 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 are for link efficiency, and scenarios 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are for fairness among users.

6.2 Metrics

We use three metrics to compare the two strategies. The first metric is the buffer size requirement for zero loss congestion control. This is the maximum queue size that can be built up at the router in the slow start phase before the congestion signal takes effect at the congested router. If the buffer size is greater or equal to this value, no packet loss will happen. This metric is measured as the maximum queue length in the entire simulation.

The second metric, link efficiency, is calculated from the number of acknowledged packets (not counting the retransmissions) divided by the possible number of packets that can be transmitted during the simulated time. Because of the slow start phase and possible link idling after the window reduction, the link efficiency is always smaller than 1. Link efficiency should be measured with long simulation time to minimize the effect of the initial transient state. We tried different simulation times from 5 seconds to 100 seconds. The results for 10 seconds show the essential features of the strategy, without much difference from the results for 100 seconds. So the simulation results presented in this paper are based on 10-second simulations.

The third metric, fairness index, is calculated according to the formula in [17]. If $m$ connections share the bandwidth, and $x_i$ is the number of acknowledged packets of connection $i$, then the fairness index is calculated as:

$$\text{fairness} = \frac{\left(\sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i \right)^2}{m \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i^2}$$

(26)

The performance of ECN depends on the selection of the threshold value. In our results, all three metrics are drawn for different values of threshold.

6.3 Buffer Size Requirement

Figure 3 shows the buffer size requirement for mark-tail and mark-front. The measured maximum queue lengths are shown with “$\mathcal{E}$” and “$\mathcal{\Delta}$”. The corresponding theoretical estimates from Theorem 2 and 3 are shown with dashed and solid lines. In Figure 3(b) and 3(d), where the connections have different RTT, the theoretical estimate is calculated from the smallest RTT.

From the simulation, we find that for connections with the same RTT, the theoretical estimate of buffer size requirement is accurate. When threshold $T$ is small, the buffer size requirement is an upper bound, when $T \geq rd$, the upper bound is tight. For connections with different RTT, the estimate given by the largest RTT is an upper bound, but is usually an over estimate. The estimate given by the smallest RTT is a closer approximation.

6.4 Link Efficiency

Figure 4 shows the link efficiency for various scenarios. In all cases, the efficiency increases with the threshold, until the threshold is about $rd$, where the link reaches almost full utilization. Small threshold results in low link utilization because it generates congestion signals even when the router is not really congested. Unnecessary window reduction actions taken by the source lead to link idling. The link efficiency results in Figure 4 verify the choice of threshold stated in Theorem 4.

In the unlimited buffer cases (a), (b), (d), (e), the difference between mark-tail and mark-front is small. However, when the buffer size is limited as in cases (c) and (f), mark-front has much better link efficiency. This is because when congestion happens, mark-front strategy provides a faster congestion feedback than mark-tail. Faster congestion
feedback prevents the source from sending more packets that will be dropped at the congested router. Multiple drops cause source timeout and idling at the bottleneck link, and thus the low utilization. This explains the drop of link efficiency in Figure 4 (c) and (f) when the threshold exceeds about 10 packets for mark-tail and about 20 packets in mark-front.

### 6.5 Fairness

Scenarios 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are designed to test the scenario of the two marking strategies. Figure 5 shows lock-out phenomenon and alleviation by mark-front strategy. With the mark-tail strategy, old connections occupy the buffer and lock-out new connections. Although the two connections in scenario 3 have the same time span, the number of the acknowledged packets in the first connection is much larger than that of the second connection, Figure 5(a). In scenario 4, the connection with large RTT (157 ms) starts at the same time as the connection with small RTT (59 ms), but the connection with small RTT grows faster, takes over a large portion of the buffer room and locks out the connection with large RTT. Of all of the bandwidth, only 6.49% is allocated to the connection with large RTT. Mark-front strategy alleviates the discrimination against large RTT by marking packets already in the buffer. Simulation results show that mark-front strategy improves the portion of bandwidth allocated to connection with large RTT from 6.49% to 21.35%.

Figure 6 shows the unfairness index for the mark-tail and the mark-front strategies. In Figure 6(a), the two connections
Figure 4: Link efficiency in various scenarios
have the same configuration. Which connection receives more packets than the other is not deterministic, so the unfairness index seems random. But in general, mark-front has smaller unfairness index than mark-tail.

In Figure 6(b), the two connections are different: the first connection starts first and takes the buffer room. Although the two connections have the same time span, if mark-tail strategy is used, the second connection is locked out by the first and therefore receives fewer packets. Mark-front avoids this lock-out phenomenon. The results show that the unfairness index of mark-front is much smaller than that of mark-tail. In addition, as the threshold increases, the unfairness index of mark-tail increases, but the mark-front remains roughly the same, regardless of the threshold.

Figure 6(c) shows the difference on connections with different RTT. With mark-tail strategy, the connections with small RTT grow faster and therefore locked out the connections with large RTT. Since mark-front strategy does not have the lock-out problem, the discrimination against connections with large RTT is alleviated. The difference of the two strategies is obvious when the threshold is large.

Figure 6(e) shows the unfairness index when the router buffer size is limited. In this scenario, when the buffer is full, the router drops the packet in the front of the queue. Whenever a packet is sent, the router checks whether the current queue size is larger than the threshold. If yes, the packet is marked. The figure shows that mark-front is fairer than mark-tail.

Similar results for five connections are shown in Figure 6(d) and 6(f).

7 Apply to RED

The analytical and simulation results obtained in previous sections are based on the simplified congestion detection model that a packet leaving a router is marked if the actual queue size of the router exceeds the threshold. However, RED uses a different congestion detection criterion. First, RED uses average queue size instead of the actual queue size. Second, a packet is not marked deterministically, but with a probability calculated from the average queue size.

In this section, we apply the mark-front strategy to the RED algorithm and compare the results with the mark-tail strategy. Because of the difficulty in analyzing RED mathematically, the comparison is carried out by simulations only.

RED algorithm needs four parameters: queue weight $w$, minimum threshold $th_{min}$, maximum threshold $th_{max}$, and maximum marking probability $p_{max}$. Although determining the best RED parameters is out of the scope of this paper, we have tested several hundred of combinations. In almost all these combinations, mark-front has better performance than mark-tail in terms of buffer size requirement, link efficiency and fairness.
Figure 6: Unfairness in various scenarios
Instead of presenting individual parameter combinations for all scenarios, we focus on one scenario and present the results for a range of parameter values. The simulation scenario is the scenario 3 of two overlapping connections described in section 6.1. Based on the recommendations in [13], we vary the queue weight $w$ for four values: 0.002, 0.02, 0.2 and 1, vary $th_{min}$ from 1 to 70, fix $th_{max}$ as 2$th_{min}$, and fix $p_{max}$ as 0.1.

Figure 7 shows the buffer size requirement for both strategies with different queue weight. In all cases, mark-front strategy requires smaller buffer size than the mark-tail. The results also show that queue weight $w$ is a major factor affecting the buffer size requirement. Smaller queue weight requires larger buffer. When the actual queue size is used (corresponding to $w = 1$), RED requires the minimum buffer size.

Figure 8 shows the link efficiency. For almost all values of threshold, mark-front provides better link efficiency than mark-tail. Contrary to the common belief, the actual queue size (Figure 8(d)) is no worse than the average queue size (Figure 8(a)) in achieving higher link efficiency.

The queue size trace at the congested router shown in Figure 9 provides some explanation for the smaller buffer size requirement and higher efficiency of mark-front strategy. When congestion happens, mark-front delivers faster congestion feedback than mark-tail so that the sources can stop sending packets earlier. In Figure 9(a), with mark-tail signal, the queue size stops increasing at 1.98 second. With mark-front signal, the queue size stops increasing at 1.64 second. Therefore mark-front strategy needs smaller buffer.
On the other hand, when congestion is gone, mark-tail is slow in reporting the change of congestion status. Packets leaving the router still carry the congestion information set at the time when they entered the queue. Even if the queue is empty, these packets still tell the sources that the router is congested. This out-dated congestion information is responsible for the link idling around 6th second and 12th second in Figure 9(a). As a comparison, in Figure 9(b), the same packets carry more up-to-date congestion information to tell the sources that the router is no longer congested, so the sources send more packets in time. Thus mark-front signal helps to avoid link idling and improve the efficiency.

Figure 10 shows the unfairness index. Both mark-front and mark-tail have big oscillations in the unfairness index when the threshold changes. These oscillations are caused by the randomness of how many packets of each connection get marked in the bursty TCP slow start phase. Changing the threshold value can significantly change the number of marked packets of each connection. In spite of the randomness, in most cases mark-front is fairer than mark-tail.

8 Conclusion

In this paper we analyze the mark-front strategy used in Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN). Instead of marking the packet from the tail of the queue, this strategy marks the packet in the front of the queue and thus delivers faster congestion signals to the source. Compared with the mark-tail policy, mark-front strategy has three advantages. First,
Figure 9: Change of queue size at the congested router, $w = 0.002$, $th_{min} = 70$, $th_{max} = 140$, $p_{max} = 0.1$

Figure 10: Unfairness for different queue weight, $p_{max} = 0.1$
it reduces the buffer size requirement at the routers. Second, it provides more up-to-date congestion information to help the source adjust its window in time to avoid packet losses and link idling, and thus improves the link efficiency. Third, it improves the fairness among old and new users, and helps to alleviate TCP’s discrimination against connections with large round trip time.

With a simplified model, we analyze the buffer size requirement for both mark-front and mark-tail strategies. Link efficiency, fairness and more complicated scenarios are tested with simulations. The results show that mark-front strategy achieves better performance than the current mark-tail policy. We also apply the mark-front strategy to the RED algorithm. Simulations show that mark-front strategy used with RED has similar advantages over mark-tail.

Based on the analysis and the simulations, we conclude that mark-front is an easy-to-implement improvement that provides a better congestion control that helps TCP to achieve smaller buffer size requirement, higher link efficiency and better fairness among users.
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Abstract

Computer networks use congestion feedback from the routers and destinations to control the transmission load. Delivering timely congestion feedback is essential to the performance of networks. Reaction to the congestion can be more effective if faster feedback is provided. Current TCP/IP networks use timeout, duplicate ACKs and explicit congestion notification (ECN) to deliver the congestion feedback, each provides a faster feedback than the previous method. In this paper, we propose a mark-front strategy that delivers an even faster congestion feedback. With analytical and simulation results, we show that mark-front strategy reduces buffer size requirement, improves link efficiency and provides better fairness among users.
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1 Introduction

Computer networks use congestion feedback from the routers and destinations to control the transmission load. When the feedback is “not congested”, the source slowly increases the transmission window. When the feedback is “congested”, the source reduces its window to alleviate the congestion [1]. Delivering timely congestion feedback is essential to the performance of networks. The faster the feedback is, the more effective the reaction to congestion can be.

TCP/IP networks uses three methods — timeout, duplicate ACKs and ECN — to deliver congestion feedback.

In 1984, Jain [2] proposed to use timeout as an indicator of congestion. When a packet is sent, the source starts a retransmission timer. If the acknowledgment is not received within a certain period of time, the source assumes congestion has happened and the packet has been lost because of the congestion. The lost packet is retransmitted and the source’s congestion window is reduced. Since it has to wait for the timer to expire, timeout turns out to be the slowest feedback.

With duplicate ACKs, the receiver sends an acknowledgment after the reception of a packet. If a packet is not received but its subsequent packet arrives, the ACK for the subsequent packet is a duplicate ACK. TCP source interprets the reception of three duplicate ACKs as an indication of packet loss. Duplicate ACKs avoid the long wait for the retransmission timer to expire, and therefore, delivers a faster feedback than timeout.

Both timeout and duplicate ACKs methods send congestion feedback at the cost of packet losses, which not only increase the traffic in the network, but also add large transfer delay. Studies [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] show that the throughput of the TCP connection is limited by packet loss probability.

The congestion feedbacks from timeout and duplicate ACKs are implicit because they are inferred by the networks. In timeout method, incorrect timeout value may cause erroneous inference at the source. In duplicate ACKs method, all layers must send the packets in order. If some links have selective local link-layer retransmission, like those used in wireless links to combat transmission errors, the packets are not delivered in order. The inference of congestion from duplicate ACKs us no longer valid.

Ramakrishnan and Jain’s work in [8], which has been popularly called the DECbit scheme, uses a single bit in the network layer header to signal the congestion. The Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) [9, 10], motivated by the DECbit scheme, provides a mechanism for intermediate routers to send early congestion feedback to the source before actual packet losses happen. The routers monitor their queue length. If the queue length exceeds a threshold, the router marks the Congestion Experienced bit in the IP header. Upon the reception of a marked packet, the receiver marks the ECN-Echo bit in the TCP header of the acknowledgment to send the congestion feedback back to the source. In this way, ECN delivers an even faster congestion feedback explicitly set by the routers.

In most ECN implementations, when congestion happens, the congested router marks the incoming packet. When
the buffer is full or when a packet needs to be dropped as in Random Early Detection (RED), some implementations have the “drop from front” option to drop packets from the front of the queue, as suggested in Yin [12] and Lakshman [13]. However, none of these implementations mark the packet from the front of the queue.

In this paper, we propose the “mark-front” strategy. When a packet is sent from a router, the router checks whether its queue length is greater than the pre-determined threshold. If yes, the packet is marked and sent to the next router. The mark-front strategy differs from the current “mark-tail” policy in two ways. First, the router marks the packet in the front of the queue and not the incoming packet, so the congestion signal does not undergo the queueing delay as the data packets. Second, the router marks the packet at the time it is sent, and not at the time when the packet is received. In this way, a more up-to-date congestion feedback is given to the source.

The mark-front strategy also differs from the “drop from front” option, because when packets are dropped, only implicit congestion feedback can be inferred from timeout or duplicate ACKs. When packets are marked, explicit and faster congestion feedback is sent to the source.

Our study finds that, by providing faster congestion feedback, mark-front strategy reduces the buffer size requirement at the routers; it avoids packet losses and thus improves the link efficiency when the buffer size in routers is limited. Our simulations also show that mark-front strategy improves the fairness among old and new users, and alleviates TCP’s discrimination against connections with large round trip times.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the assumptions for our analysis. Dynamics of queue growth with TCP window control is studied in section 3. In section 4, we compare the buffer size requirement of mark-front and mark-tail strategies. In section 5, we explain why mark-front is fairer than mark-tail. In section 6, the simulation results that verify our conclusions are presented.

2 Assumptions

In [9], ECN is proposed to be used with average queue length and RED. The purpose of average queue length is to avoid sending congestion signals caused by bursty traffic, and the purpose of RED is to desynchronize sender windows [14, 15] so that the router can have a smaller queue. Because average queue length and RED are difficult to analyzed mathematically, in this paper we assume a simplified congestion detection criterion: when the actual queue length exceeds the threshold, the incoming packet will not be marked; when the actual queue length exceeds the threshold, the incoming packet will be marked.

We also make the following assumptions. (1) Receiver windows are large enough so the bottleneck is in the network. (2) Senders always have data to send. (3) There is only one bottleneck link that causes queue buildup. (4) Receivers acknowledge every packet received and there are no delayed acknowledgments. (5) The queue length is measured in packets and all packets have the same size.

3 Queue Dynamics

In this section, we study the relationship between the window size at the source and the queue size at the congested router. The analysis is made on one connection, simulation results of multiple connections will be presented in section 6.

Under the assumption of one bottleneck, when congestion happens, packets pile up only at the bottleneck router. The following lemma is obvious.

**Lemma 1** If the data rate of the bottleneck link is \( d \) packets per second, then the inter-arrival time of downstream packets and ACKs for this connection cannot be shorter than \( 1/d \) seconds. If the bottleneck link is fully-loaded, the inter-arrival time is \( 1/d \) seconds.

Denote the source window size at time \( t \) as \( w(t) \), then we have

**Theorem 1** Consider a transmission path with only one bottleneck link. Suppose the fixed round trip time is \( r \) seconds, the bottleneck link rate is \( d \) packets per second, and the propagation between the source and bottleneck router is \( t_p \). If the bottleneck link has been busy for at least \( r \) seconds, and a packet arrives at the congested router at time \( t \), then the queue length at the congested router is

\[
Q(t) = w(t - t_p) - rd. \tag{1}
\]

**Proof** Consider the packet that arrives at the congested router at time \( t \). It was sent by the source at time \( t - t_p \). At that time, the number of packets on the forward path and outstanding ACKs on the reverse path was \( w(t - t_p) \). By time \( t \), \( t_p d \) ACKs are received by the source. All packets between the source and the router have entered the congested router or have been sent downstream. As shown in Figure 1, the pipe length from the congested router to the receiver, and back to the source is \( r - t_p \). The number of downstream packets and outstanding ACKs are \( (r - t_p) d \). The rest of the \( w(t - t_p) \) unacknowledged packets are still in the congested router. So the queue length is
Figure 1: Calculation of the queue length

$$Q(t) = w(t - t_p) - t_p d - (r - t_p)d = w(t - t_p) - rd. \quad (2)$$

This finishes the proof.

Notice that in this theorem, we did not use the number of packets between the source and the congested router to estimate the queue length, because the packets downstream from the congested router and the ACKs on the reverse path are equally spaced, but the packets between the source and the congested router may not be.

4 Buffer Size Requirement

ECN feedback can be used to achieve zero-loss congestion control. If routers have enough buffer space and the threshold value is properly set, the source can control the queue length by adjusting its window size based on the ECN feedback. The buffer size requirement will be the maximum queue size that can be reached before the window reduction takes effect. In this section, we use Theorem 1 to study the buffer size requirement of mark-tail and mark-front strategies.

4.1 Mark-Tail Strategy

Suppose $P$ is the packet that increased the queue length over the threshold $T$, and it was sent from the source at time $s_0$ and arrived at the congested router at time $t_0$. Its acknowledgment, which was an ECN-echo, arrived at the source at time $s_1$ and the window was reduced at the same time. We also assume that the last packet before the window reduction was sent at time $s_1$ and arrived at the congested router at time $t_1$.

If $T$ is reasonably large (about $rd$) such that the buildup of a queue of size $T$ needs $r$ time, the assumption in Theorem 1 is satisfied, we have

$$T = Q(t_0) = w(t_0 - t_p) - rd = w(s_0) - rd. \quad (3)$$

If $T$ is small, $rd$ is an overestimate of the number of downstream packets and ACKs on the reverse path. So

$$w(s_0) \leq T + rd. \quad (4)$$

Since the time elapse between $s_0$ and $s_1$ is one RTT, if packet $P$ were not marked, the congestion window would increase to $2w(s_0)$. Because $P$ was marked, when the ECN-Echo is received, the congestion window was

$$w(s_1) = 2w(s_0) - 1 \leq 2(T + rd) - 1. \quad (5)$$

When the last packet sent under this window reached the router at time $t_1$, the queue length was

$$Q(t_1) = w(s_1) - rd \leq 2T + rd - 1. \quad (6)$$

Upon the receipt of ECN-Echo, the congestion window was halved. The source can not send any more packets before half of the packets are acknowledged. So $2T + rd - 1$ is the maximum queue length.

**Theorem 2** In a TCP connection with ECN congestion control, if the fixed round trip time is $r$ seconds, the bottleneck link rate is $d$ packets per second, and the bottleneck router uses threshold $T$ for congestion detection, then the maximum queue length can be reached in slow start phase is less than or equal to $2T + rd - 1$.

When $T$ is large, the bound $2T + rd - 1$ is tight. Since the queue length in congestion avoidance phase is smaller, this bound is actually the buffer size requirement.

4.2 Mark-Front Strategy

Suppose $P$ is the packet that increased the queue length over the threshold $T$, and it was sent from the source at time $s_0$ and arrived at the congested router at time $t_0$. The router marked the packet $P'$ that stood in the front of the queue. The acknowledgment of $P'$, which was an ECN-echo, arrived at the source at time $s_1$ and the window was
reduced at the same time. We also suppose the last packet before the window reduction was sent at time $s_1^-$ and arrived at the congested router at time $t_1$.

If $T$ is reasonably large (about $rd$) such that the buildup of a queue of size $T$ needs $r$ time, the assumption in Theorem 1 is satisfied. We have

$$T = Q(t_0) = w(t_0 - t_p) - rd = w(s_0) - rd, \quad (7)$$

If $T$ is small, $rd$ is an overestimate of the number of downstream packets and ACKs on the reverse path. So

$$w(s_0) \leq T + rd. \quad (8)$$

In slow start phase, the source increases the congestion window by one for every acknowledgment it receives. If there were no congestion, upon the reception of the acknowledgment of $P$, the congestion window would be doubled to $2w(s_0)$. However, when the acknowledgment of $P'$ arrived, $T - 1$ acknowledgments corresponding to packets prior to $P$ were still on the way. So the window size at time $s_1^-$ was

$$w(s_1^-) = 2w(s_0) - (T - 1) - 1 \leq T + 2rd. \quad (9)$$

When the last packet sent under this window reached the router at time $t_1^-$, the queue length was

$$Q(t_1^-) = w(s_1^-) - rd \leq T + 2rd - rd = T + rd. \quad (10)$$

Upon the receipt of ECN-Echo, congestion window is halved. The source can not send any more packets before half of the packets are acknowledged. So $T + rd$ is the maximum queue length.

**Theorem 3** In a TCP connection with ECN congestion control, if the fixed round trip time is $r$ seconds, the bottleneck link rate is $d$ packets per second, and the bottleneck router uses threshold $T$ for congestion detection, then the maximum queue length that can be reached in slow start phase is less than or equal to $T + rd$.

When $T$ is large, the bound $T + rd$ is tight. Since the queue length in congestion avoidance phase is smaller, this bound is actually the buffer size requirement.

Theorem 2 and 3 estimate the buffer size requirement for zero-loss ECN congestion control. They show that the mark-front strategy reduces the buffer size requirement by $rd$, a bandwidth round trip time product.

5 Fairness

One of the weaknesses of mark-tail policy is its discrimination against new flows. Consider the time when a new flow joins the network and the buffer of the congested router is occupied by packets of old flows. With the mark-tail strategy, the packet that just arrived will be marked, but the packets already in the buffer will be sent without being marked. The acknowledgments of the sent packets will increase the window size of the old flows. Therefore, the old flows that already have large share of the resources will grow even larger, but the new flow with small or no share of the resources has to back off since its window size will be reduced by the marked packets. This is called a “lock-out” phenomenon because a single connection or a few flows monopolize the buffer space and prevent other connections from getting room in the queue [16]. Lockout leads to gross unfairness among users and is clearly undesirable.

Contrary to the mark-tail policy, the mark-front strategy marks packets already in the buffer. Flows with large buffer occupancy have higher probability to be marked. Flows with smaller buffer occupancy will less likely to be marked. Therefore, old flows will back off to give part of their buffer room to the new flow. This helps to prevent the lock-out phenomenon. Therefore, mark-front strategy is fairer than mark-tail strategy.

TCP's discrimination against connections with large RTTs is also well known. The cause of this discrimination is similar to the discrimination against new connections. Connections with small RTTs receives their acknowledgment faster and therefore grow faster. Starting at the same time as connections with large RTTs, connections with small RTTs will take larger room in the buffer. With mark-tail policy, packets already in the queue will not be marked but only newly arrived packets will be marked. Therefore, connections with small RTTs will grow even larger, but connections with large RTTs have to back off. Mark-front alleviates this discrimination by treating all packets in the buffer equally. Packets already in the buffer may also be marked. Therefore, connections with large RTTs can have larger bandwidth.

6 Simulation Results

In order to compare the mark-front and mark-tail strategies, we performed a set of simulations with the ns simulator [11].

6.1 Simulation Models

Our simulations are based on the basic simulation model shown in Figure 2. A number of sources $s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_m$ are connected to the router $r_1$ by 10 Mbps links. Router $r_1$ is connected to $r_2$ by a 1.5 Mbps link. Destinations $d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n$ are connected to $r_2$ by 10 Mbps links. The
link speeds are chosen so that congestion will only happen at the router $r_1$, where mark-tail and mark-front strategies are tested.

With the basic configuration, the fixed round trip time, including the propagation time and the processing time at the routers, is 59 ms. Changing the propagation delay between router $r_1$ and $r_2$ from 20 ms to 40 ms gives an RTT of 99 ms. Changing the propagation delays between the sources and router $r_1$ gives us configurations of different RTTs. An FTP application runs on each source. The data packet size is 1000 bytes and the acknowledgment packet size is 40 bytes. TCP Reno and ECN are used for congestion control.

The following simulation scenarios are designed on the basic simulation model. In each of the scenarios, if not otherwise specified, all connections have an RTT of 59 ms, start at 0 second and stop at the 10th second.

1. One single connection.
2. Two connections with the same RTT, starting and ending at the same time.
3. Two connections with the same RTT, but the first connection starts at 0 second and stops at the 9th second, the second connection starts at the first second and stops at the 10th second.
4. Two connections with RTT equal to 59 and 157 ms respectively.
5. Two connections with same RTT, but the buffer size at the congested router is limited to 25 packets.
6. Five connections with the same RTT.
7. Five connections with RTT of 59, 67, 137, 157 and 257 ms respectively.
8. Five connections with the same RTT, but the buffer size at the congested router is limited to 25 packets.

Scenarios 1, 4, 6 and 7 are mainly designed for testing the buffer size requirement. Scenarios 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 are for link efficiency, and scenarios 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 are for fairness among users.

### 6.2 Metrics

We use three metrics to compare the results. The first metric is the buffer size requirement for zero loss congestion control, which is the maximum queue size that can be built up at the router in the slow start phase before the congestion feedback takes effect. If the buffer size is greater or equal to this value, the network will not suffer packet losses. The analytical results for one connection are given in Theorem 2 and 3. Simulations will be used in multiple-connection and different RTT cases.

The second metric, link efficiency, is calculated from the number of acknowledged packets and the possible number of packets that can be transmitted during the simulation time. There are two reasons that cause the link efficiency to be lower than full utilization. The first reason is the slow start process. In the slow start phase, the congestion window grows from one and remains smaller than the network capacity until the last round. So the link is not fully used in slow start phase. The second reason is low threshold. If the congestion detection threshold $T$ is too small, ECN feedback can cause unnecessary window reductions. Small congestion window leads to link under-utilization. Our experiments are long enough so that the effect of the slow start phase can be minimized.

The third metric, fairness index, is calculated according to the method described in [17]. If $m$ connections share the bandwidth and $x_i$ is the throughput of connection $i$, the fairness index is calculated as:

$$\text{fairness} = \frac{(\sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i)^2}{m \sum_{i=1}^{m} x_i^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

When all connections have the same throughput, the fairness index is 1. The farther the throughput distribution is away from the equal distribution, the smaller the fairness value is. Since the fairness index in our results is often
close to 1, in our graphs, we draw the unfairness index:

\[ \text{unfairness} = 1 - \text{fairness}, \] (12)

to better contrast the difference.

The operations of ECN depend on the threshold value \( T \). In our results, all three metrics are drawn for different values of threshold.

### 6.3 Results

Figure 3 shows the buffer size requirement for mark-tail and mark-front strategies. The measured maximum queue lengths are shown with "\( \square \)" and "\( \triangle \)". The corresponding analytical estimates from Theorem 2 and 3 are shown with dashed and solid lines. Figure 3(a) shows the buffer size requirement for one single connection with an RTT of 59 ms. Figure 3(b) shows the requirement for two connections with different RTTs. Figure 3(c) shows the requirement for five connections with different RTTs. When the connections have different RTTs, the analytical estimate is calculated from the smallest RTT.

From these results, we find that for connections with equal RTTs, the analytical estimate of buffer size requirement is accurate. When threshold \( T \) is small, the buffer size requirement is an upper bound, when \( T \geq rd \), the upper bound is tight. For connections with different RTTs, the estimate given by the largest RTT is an upper bound, but is usually an overestimate. The estimate given by the smallest RTT is a closer approximation.

Figure 4 shows the link efficiency. Results for mark-front strategy are drawn with solid line, and results for mark-tail strategy are drawn with dashed line. In most cases, when the router buffer size is large enough, mark-front and mark-tail have comparable link efficiency, but when the threshold is small, mark-front have slightly lower efficiency because congestion feedback is sent to the source faster. For the same value of threshold, faster feedback translates to more window reductions and longer link idling.

When the router buffer size is small, as in Figure 4(c) and Figure 4(f), mark-front has better link efficiency. This is because mark-front sends congestion feedback to source faster, so the source can reduce its window size sooner to avoid packet losses. Without spending time on the retransmissions, mark-front strategy can improve the link efficiency.

Figure 5 shows the unfairness. Again, results for mark-front strategy are drawn with solid line, and results for mark-tail strategy are drawn with dashed line. In Figure 5(a), the two connections have the same configuration. Which connection receives more packets than the other is not deterministic, so the unfairness index seems random. However, in general, mark-front is fairer than mark-tail.

In Figure 5(b), the two connections are different: the first connection starts first, occupies the buffer room and locks out the second connection. Although they have the same time span, the second connection receives fewer packets than the first. Mark-front avoids this lock-out phenomenon and improves the fairness. In addition, as the threshold increases, the unfairness index of mark-tail increases, but the mark-front remains roughly the same, regardless of the threshold. Results for five same connections are shown in Figure 5(d).

Figure 5(c) shows the difference on connections with different RTTs. With mark-tail strategy, the connections with small RTTs grow faster and therefore lock out the connections with large RTTs. Mark-front strategy avoids the lock-out problem and alleviate the discrimination against connections with large RTT. The difference of the two strategies is obvious when the threshold is large. Results for five connections with different RTTs are shown in Figure 5(f).
Figure 4: Link efficiency in various scenarios

Figure 5: Unfairness in various scenarios
Figure 5(e) shows the unfairness when the router buffer size is limited. In this scenario, the mark-tail strategy marks the incoming packet when the queue length exceeds the threshold, and drops the incoming packet when the buffer is full. The mark-front strategy, on the other hand, marks and drops the packets from the front of the queue when necessary. The results show mark-front strategy is fairer than mark-tail.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we study the mark-front strategy used in ECN. Instead of marking the packet from the tail of the queue, this strategy marks the packet at the front of the queue and thus delivers faster congestion feedback to the source. Our study reveals mark-front’s three advantages over mark-tail policy. First, it reduces the buffer size requirement at the routers. Second, when the buffer size is limited, it reduces packet losses and improves the link efficiency. Third, it improves the fairness among old and new users, and helps to alleviate TCP’s discrimination against connections with large round trip times.

With a simplified model, we analyze the buffer size requirement for both mark-front and mark-tail strategies. Link efficiency, fairness and more complicated scenarios are tested with simulations. The results show that mark-front strategy has better performance than the current mark-tail policy.
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- Behavior Aggregate (BA)
- Per Hop Behavior (PHB)

TOS BYTE

DS Functionality
Packets in the Scheduler

Queuing Delay

Shaping Delay

Functions

Guaranteed traffic performance can be met effectively using the EF PHB with proper policing and shaping.

 Guarantees Load - EF PHB
(Weighted Round Robin) 
(Scheduling done with WFC (Weighted Fair Queuing) or WRQ)

from starvation.

Bandwidth distributed between AF and BE to prevent the BF

traffic.

enough to meet the delay and loss requirements of the CL

AF instance service rate is set to bandwidth sufficient

precedence of the AF class.

RIO dropping parameters are set according to the drop

requirement.

Size of the queue is set to limit the queuing delay of AF

derived above.

For each delay class, police the traffic against a token bucket

the admitted traffic.

for each delay class; Aggregate TSpec is constructed; for all

Classified into delay classes based on the B/R ratio or TSpec

 Controlled Load - AF PBB
### Mapping Table for IS-to-DS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Spec Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A=700, R=400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A=760, R=450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A=600, R=560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>A=660, R=590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A=700, R=600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>A=760, R=650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>A=800, R=690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A=850, R=750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>A=900, R=800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>A=950, R=850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spec Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
Profile: The out-of-profile traffic is stored in a buffer and shaped to be in conformance with the requested traffic.

QoS: DSCP, which can approximately assure the requested it classifies the packet and marks it with the available.

If the traffic is in-profile with the requested reservation, according to the initial stored table entry.

Measures actual traffic flow rate against a token bucket.

Groups and DSCP values.

Table entry contains Tspec parameters, Flow IDs, PBB.

Tspec parameters indicating resource reservation taken from RSVP signaling.

Mapping of IS to DS.
Packets are forwarded in the DS domain according to the DSCP value and the PHB group.

- The forwarding treatment is basically concerned with the queue management policy and the priority of bandwidth allocation; these ensure the required minimum queuing delay, low jitter and maximum throughput.

Depending on the implementations of the PHB’s inside the network, queue management could be RED, WRED, PQ, WFQ.
IS-DS Simulation Configuration
Networks (ATN)
Telecommunications
Aeronautical
Interoperability with

Task 3
Supporting the interconnection of ESS & less using a communication service provider.

Operating in a different environment with different data rather than voice communications.

Introducing a new paradigm of ATC based on data link.

ATC & AOC.

Integrating Air/Ground & Ground/Ground data.

Supporting data link based ATC application & AOC.

Aeronautical Telecommunications Network.

Overview of ATN.
Purpose of ATN
Model of Transport Layer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8: Inactive timer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport Delay, Resignificant Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual Error Rate, Priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledge Time, Throughput</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternate Protocol Class (es)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Option Selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number, Security Checksum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max, TPDU size, Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: TPDU Length, Reserved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: TPDU Sequence Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: TPDU Header (PDU) Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: TPDU Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: TPDU Fragmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: TPDU Source Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: TPDU Destination Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Structure of TPDU**
|----------|------|-----------------|------------------|---------------|----------|-------------------|------------|----------------------|-------------------------------|-----------------------------|----------|---------|---------------|------------------------|----------|-------------------|-----------------|---------------------|
Comparison of ATN & IP Packets
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transport Layer Priority (0-7)</th>
<th>NBPDU Priority Categories (0-7)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Message Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Weather Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Aircraft Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>High Priority Flight Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Normal Priority Flight Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Meteorological Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Flight Regularity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Network Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>High Priority Flight Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Urgent Priority Switch Settings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Urgent Priority Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>High Priority Flight Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Normal Priority Flight Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend:**
- **Low Priority Adminisatrative:**
- **Normal Priority Administrative:**
- **High Priority Administrative:**
- **Urgent Priority Administrative:**
- **Unassigned:**
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Progress of the tasks

- Progress to date:
  - Task 1: QoS in Integrated Services over DiffServ networks (UD)
  - Task 2: Interconnecting ATN with the next generation Internet (UD)
  - Task 3: QoS in DiffServ over ATM (UD)
  - Task 4: Improving Explicit Congestion Notification with the Mark-Front Strategy (OSU)
  - Task 5: Multiplexing VBR over VBR (OSU)
  - Task 6: Achieving QoS for TCP traffic in Satellite Networks with Differentiated Services (OSU)

- Conclusions
Task 1

QoS in *Integrated Services* over *DiffServ networks*
Integrated Services

- IntServ is one of models proposed by IETF to meet the demand for end-to-end QoS over heterogeneous networks.

- The IntServ model is characterized by resource reservation.

- IntServ implementation requires RSVP (Resource Reservation Protocol) signaling and resource allocations at every network element along the path.

- All the network elements must be RSVP-enable.

- Scalability problem becomes a bound on its implementation for the entire Internet.
Differentiated Services

- DiffServ is currently being standardized to overcome the scalability issue of IntServ.

- This model does not require significant changes to the existing infrastructure, and does not need many additional protocols.

- Because it is based on the processing of aggregated flows (classes), DiffServ does not consider the need of end applications.
IntServ vs. DiffServ

- **Advantage of IntServ**: application oriented.
- **Disadvantage of IntServ**: scalability problem.

- **Advantage of DiffServ**: enables scalability across large networks.
- **Disadvantage of DiffServ**: does not consider the QoS requirements of end users.
Problem Statement

- With the implementation of IntServ for small WAN networks and DiffServ for the Internet backbone, combining the advantages of IntServ and DiffServ, can TCP/IP traffic meet the QoS demands?

- Can QoS be provided to end applications?
Objective

- To investigate the POSSIBILITY of providing end-to-end QoS when IntServ runs over DiffServ backbone in the next generation Internet.

- To propose a MAPPING FUNCTION to run IntServ over the DiffServ backbone.

- To show the SIMULATION RESULTS used to prove that QoS can be achieved by end IntServ applications when running over DiffServ backbone in the next generation Internet.
Possibility of End-to-end QoS

- To support the end-to-end QoS model, the IntServ architecture must be supported over a wide variety of different types of network elements.

- In this context, a network that supports DiffServ may be viewed as a network backbone.

- Combining IntServ and DiffServ has been proposed by IETF as one of the possible solutions to achieve end-to-end QoS in the next generation Internet.
Obviously, a mapping function from IntServ flows to DiffServ classes has to be developed.
Requirements of IntServ Services

- The objective of Guaranteed Service: to achieve a bounded delay, which means it does not control the minimal or average delay of datagram, merely the maximal delay.

- The objective of Controlled-load Service: to achieve little or no delay as that provided to best-effort traffic under lightly loaded conditions.

- Delay: fixed delay (such as transmission delay) & queuing delay.

- Fixed delay is a property of chosen path; queuing delay is primarily a function of token bucket and data rate.
■ *Tspec*: according to RFC 2212 (Guaranteed service) and RFC 2211 (Controlled-load service), *Tspec* takes the form of:

- a token bucket specification, i.e., bucket rate \( r \) and bucket depth \( b \), and
- a peak rate \( p \), a minimum policed unit \( m \) and a maximum datagram size \( M \).

The diagram illustrates the token bucket process where incoming tokens \( r \) (token/Sec) are depleted by incoming traffic \( P \).
Resource Reservation

- In IntServ, resource reservation are made by requesting a service type specified by a set of quantitative parameters known as *Tspec (Traffic Specification)*.

- Each set of parameters determines an appropriate priority level.
Mapping Considerations

- PHBs in DiffServ domain must be appropriately selected for each requested service in IntServ domain.

- The required policing, shaping and marking must be done at the edge router of the DiffServ domain.

- Taking into account the resource availability in DiffServ domain, admission control must be implemented for requested traffic in IntServ domain.
Proposed IntServ to DiffServ Mapping

- In this study, we propose to map
  
  - Guaranteed service to EF PHB and
  
  - Controlled-load service to AF PHBs.
Mapping Function

- **Mapping function**: a function which is used to assign an appropriate DSCP (DiffServ Codepoint) to a flow specified by Tspec parameters in IntServ domain.

- The Mapping function should ensure that the required QoS could be achieved for IntServ when running over DiffServ domain.
Each packet in the flow from the IntServ domain has a **flow ID** indicated by the value of *flow-id* field in the IP header.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vers / TClass</strong></td>
<td><strong>Flow ID</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 40-octet IPv6 base header
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Mapping Function (Continued)

- The flow ID attributed with the Tspec parameters is used to determine which flow the packet belongs to.

- It is possible for different senders to use the same Tspec parameters to request service. However, they are differentiated by the flow ID. Flow ID is unique.

- It is also possible that different flows can be mapped to the same PHB in the DiffServ domain.
An Example Mapping Function

An example mapping function used in our simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_{spec}$</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>PHB</th>
<th>DSCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.7$ Mb, $b=5000$ bytes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>EF</td>
<td>101110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.7$ Mb, $b=5000$ bytes</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>EF</td>
<td>101110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.5$ Mb, $b=8000$ bytes</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>AF11</td>
<td>001010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.5$ Mb, $b=8000$ bytes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AF11</td>
<td>001010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r=0.5$ Mb, $b=8000$ bytes</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>AF11</td>
<td>001010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How Does the Mapping Function Work?

- Packets specified by Tspec parameters and Flow ID are first mapped to the corresponding PHBs in the DiffServ domain by appropriately assigning a DSCP according to the mapping function.

- Packets are then routed in the DiffServ domain where they receive treatments based on their DSCP code.
Simulation Configurations

- Simulation tool: Berkeley ns V2.1b6
- Simulation configuration.

![Simulation Diagram]
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We integrated the mapping function into the edge DiffServ router.
Simulation Configurations (Continued)

- Configuration of queues inside the core DiffServ router.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Queue Type</th>
<th>Scheduler weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EF Queue</td>
<td>PQ-Tail drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF Queue</td>
<td>RIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE Queue</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Since the bandwidth of bottleneck link is 5Mb, the above scheduling weight implies bandwidth of
  - EF: 2Mb
  - AF: 2Mb
  - BE: 1Mb
Performance Criteria

- Goodput of each IntServ source.

- Queue size of each queue in the DiffServ core router.

- Drop ratio at scheduler.

- **Non-conformant ratio**: the ratio of non-conformant packets as compared to in-profile packets.
Case 1: No congestion; no excessive traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source NO.</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Source Rate</th>
<th>Resource Reservation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>0.7Mb</td>
<td>Token Rate 0.7Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>0.7Mb</td>
<td>Bucket Depth 5000bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>0.7Mb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two Guaranteed service sources generate 1.4Mb traffic which is less than the scheduled bandwidth (2Mb) → No congestion.

Source rate is equal to the bucket rate → No excessive traffic.
Goodput of Guaranteed Service: Case 1

- Simulation results of Case 1: Goodput of each Guaranteed Service source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source No.</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 1 (Kb/S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>699.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>699.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Observation: the goodput of each source is almost equal to the corresponding source rate.
Drop Ratio of Guaranteed Service: Case 1

Simulation results of Case 1: Drop ratio of Guaranteed Service traffic (measured at scheduler).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observation: since there is no significant congestion, the drop ratio is zero.
Non-conformant Ratio of Guaranteed Service: Case 1

- **Simulation results of Case 1**: non-conformant ratio of each Guaranteed Service source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source No.</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Observations**: since there is no excessive traffic, the non-conformant ratio is zero.
Queue Size Plot: Case 1

QueueSize VS. Time
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Queue Size Plot: Case 1 (Continued)

- Observations:
  - Since Case 1 is an ideal case, the size of each queue is very small.
  - BE queue has the largest jitter.
QoS Obtained by Guaranteed Service: Case 2

- **Case 2:** No congestion; source 1 generates excessive traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source NO.</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Source Rate</th>
<th>Resource Reservation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7Mb</td>
<td>Token Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bucket Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>0.7Mb</td>
<td>50000bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>0.9Mb</td>
<td>0.7Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50000bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Two Guaranteed service sources generate 1.6Mb traffic which is less than the scheduled bandwidth (2Mb) ➞ **No congestion.**

- Source rate of source 1 (0.9 Mb) is greater than the bucket rate (0.7Mb) ➞ **Source 1 generates excessive traffic.**
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Goodput of Guaranteed Service: Case 2

- Simulation results of Case 2: Goodput of each Guaranteed Service source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source No.</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 1 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 2 (Kb/S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>699.83</td>
<td>699.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>699.80</td>
<td>699.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Observations: the goodput of source 0 is almost equal to the corresponding source rate; however, the goodput of source 1 is equal to its token rate, 0.7Mb, instead of its source rate, 0.9Mb.
Drop Ratio of Guaranteed Service: 
Case 2

- Simulation results of Case 2: Drop ratio of Guaranteed Service traffic (measured at scheduler).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Observation: since there is no significant congestion, the drop ratio is zero.
Non-conformant Ratio Guaranteed Service: Case 2

- Simulation results of Case 2: non-conformant ratio of each Guaranteed Service source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source No.</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Observation: since source 1 generates excessive traffic, its non-conformant ratio is increased, compared to Case 1.
Queue Size Plot: Case 2

Queue Size VS. Time
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Queue Size Plot: Case 2 (Continued)

- Observations:
  
  - In this case, BE queue has the largest size and jitter;
  
  - Guaranteed service queue has the smallest size and jitter.
  
  - In addition, compared with Case 1, the upper bound of Guaranteed queue size is guaranteed.
**QoS Obtained by Guaranteed Service: Case 3**

- **Case 3:** Guaranteed service gets into congestion; no excessive traffic—evaluation under congestion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source NO.</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Source Rate</th>
<th>Resource Reservation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Token Rate</td>
<td>Bucket Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>0.7Mb</td>
<td>0.7Mb 5000bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>2Mb</td>
<td>2Mb 5000bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Two Guaranteed service sources generate 2.7Mb traffic which is greater than the scheduled bandwidth (2Mb) → **Guaranteed service gets into congestion.**
- Source rate is equal to the bucket rate → **No excessive traffic.**
Goodput of Guaranteed Service: Case 3

- Simulation results of Case 3: Goodput of each Guaranteed Service source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source No.</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 1 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 2 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 3 (Kb/S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>699.8250</td>
<td>699.8039</td>
<td>459.8790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>699.8039</td>
<td>699.6359</td>
<td>1540.1400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Observation: the total goodput of two sources is limited by the scheduled bandwidth, 2Mb, instead of 2.7Mb.
Drop Ratio of Guaranteed Service: Case 3

- Simulation results of Case 3: Drop ratio of Guaranteed Service traffic (measured at scheduler).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed Service</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Observation: the drop ratio is increased.
Non-conformant Ratio of Guaranteed Service: Case 3

- Simulation results of Case 3: non-conformant ratio of each Guaranteed Service source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source No.</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Observations: since there is no excessive traffic, the non-conformant ratio is zero.
Queue Size Plot: Case 3

Queue Size vs. Time
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Queue Size Plot: Case 3 (Continued)

- Observations: since we increased the source rate and token rate of source 1 in order to make Guaranteed service congested, it is reasonable that the upper bound of Guaranteed service queue size is increased.
No congestion; source 3 generates excessive traffic. (Similar to Case 2 of Guaranteed Service)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source NO.</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Source Rate</th>
<th>Resource Reservation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled-load Service</td>
<td>0.5Mb</td>
<td>0.5Mb 8000bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Controlled-load Service</td>
<td>0.7Mb</td>
<td>0.5Mb 8000bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Controlled-load Service</td>
<td></td>
<td>Token Rate Bucket Depth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Controlled-load Service</td>
<td>0.5Mb</td>
<td>0.5Mb 8000bytes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Total source rate is 1.7Mb, less than the scheduled bandwidth (2Mb) → No congestion.
- Source rate of source 3 (0.7 Mb) is greater than its bucket rate (0.5Mb) → Source 3 generates excessive traffic.
Goodput of Controlled-load Service

- **Simulation results:** Goodput of each Guaranteed Service source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source No.</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Goodput (Kb/S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>499.9889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>700.0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>499.9889</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Observations:** the goodput of each source is almost equal to the corresponding source rate, *which is different from Case 2 of Guaranteed service.*

- This is because the non-conformant packets are degraded and then forwarded. (Proposed as one of the forwarding scheme for non-conformant packets by RFC2211)
Drop Ratio of Controlled-load Service

- **Simulation results**: Drop ratio of Guaranteed Service traffic (measured at scheduler).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Drop ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controlled-load Service</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Observations**: since there is no significant congestion, the drop ratio is zero.
Non-conformant Ratio of Controlled-load Service

- **Simulation results:** non-conformant ratio of each Guaranteed Service source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source No.</th>
<th>Flow ID</th>
<th>Non-conformant Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.28593</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Observations:** since source 3 generates excessive traffic, its non-conformant ratio is much higher than other two's.
The upper bound of queuing delay of **Guaranteed Service** is guaranteed. In addition, it always has the smallest jitter without being affected by other traffic flows.

The **controlled-load Service** has the smaller jitter and queue size than the best effort traffic. The non-conformant packets are degraded and then forwarded.
We have shown that the end-to-end QoS requirements of IntServ applications can be successfully achieved when IntServ traffic is mapped to the DiffServ domain in the next generation Internet.
Task 2

Interconnecting ATN with

Next Generation Internet
QoS Requirements of ATN

- To carry time critical information required for aeronautical applications, ATN provides different QoS to applications.

- In the ATN, priority has the essential role of ensuring that high priority safety related and time critical data are not delayed by low priority non-safety data, especially when the network is overloaded with low priority data.

- The time critical information carried by ATN and the QoS required by ATN applications has led to the development of the ATN as an expensive independent network.
ATN & DiffServ

- The largest public network, Internet, only offers best-effort service to users and hence is not suitable for carrying time critical ATN traffic.

- The rapid commercialization of the Internet has given rise to demands for QoS over the Internet.

- DiffServ has been proposed by IETF as one of models to meet the demand for QoS.
Objective

- To investigate the POSSIBILITY of providing QoS to ATN applications when it runs over DiffServ backbone in the next generation Internet.

- To propose a MAPPING FUNCTION to run ATN over the DiffServ backbone.

- To show the SIMULATION RESULTS used to prove that QoS can be achieved by end ATN applications when running over DiffServ backbone in the next generation Internet.
Considerable cost savings could be possible if the next generation Internet backbone can be used to connect ATN subnetworks.
Possibility of ATN over DiffServ

- The DiffServ model utilizes six bits in the TOS (Type of Service) field of the IP header to mark a packet for being eligible for a particular forwarding behavior.

- The NPDU (Network Protocol Data Unit) header of an ATN packet contains an option part including an 8-bit field named Priority which indicates the relative priority of the NPDU.

- The value 0000 0000 indicates normal priority; the values 0000 0001 through 0000 1110 indicate the priority in an increasing order.
The similarity between an ATN packet and an IP packet, shown below, provides the possibility for mapping ATN to DiffServ to achieve the required QoS when they are interconnected.
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The PHB treatment of packets along the path in the DiffServ domain must approximate the QoS offered in the ATN network.
Mapping Function

- We map the *normal priority* (indicated by *Priority* field in NPDU) in ATN domain to *BE PHB* in DiffServ domain;

- Map the *high priority* in ATN domain to *EF PHB* in DiffServ domain;

- Map the *medium priorities* in ATN domain to the corresponding classes of *AF PHBs* in DiffServ domain.
An Example Mapping Function

- An example mapping function used in our simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATN Priority Code</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>PHB</th>
<th>DSCP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000 0000</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>BE</td>
<td>0000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0000 0111</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>AF11</td>
<td>001010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>00001110</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>EF</td>
<td>101110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simulation Configurations

- Simulation tool: Berkeley ns V2.1b6
- Simulation configuration.

ATN Sources
- 2 ATN Sources with Priority Code: 0000 1110
- 3 ATN Sources with Priority Code: 0000 0111
- 5 ATN Sources with Priority Code: 0000 0000

DS Router

ATN Sinks
- 2Mb, 0.1ms
- 2Mb, 0.1ms
- 2Mb, 0.1ms
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Simulation Configurations (Continued)

- We integrated the mapping function into the edge DiffServ router. (*Recall*)

```
  Mapping Function  →  MF Classifier  →  Marker  →  Traffic Meter  →  Traffic Conditioner
                  ↓                        ↓                                ↓
  Ingress Router  →  Core Router  
```
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Simulation Configurations (Continued)

Table below shows the configuration of queues inside the core DiffServ router.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Queue Type</th>
<th>Queue weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EF Queue</td>
<td>PQ-Tail drop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF Queue</td>
<td>RIO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE Queue</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the bandwidth of bottleneck link is 5Mb, the above scheduling weight implies bandwidth of

- EF: 2Mb
- AF: 2Mb
- BE: 1Mb
Performance Criteria

- Goodput of each ATN source.
- Queue size of each queue.
- Drop ratio at scheduler.
QoS Obtained by ATN Applications:

Case 1

- Case 1: No congestion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source NO.</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Source Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>High Priority</td>
<td>1Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
<td>Medium Priority</td>
<td>0.666Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 6, 7, 8, 9</td>
<td>Normal Priority</td>
<td>0.2Mb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The amount of traffic with different priorities are equal to the corresponding scheduled link bandwidth → No congestion.
# Goodput of ATN Applications: Case 1

## Results of Case 1: Goodput of each ATN source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source Priority</th>
<th>Case 1 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 2 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 3 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 4 (Kb/S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 0</td>
<td>999.99</td>
<td>999.99</td>
<td>999.99</td>
<td>999.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 1</td>
<td>999.99</td>
<td>999.99</td>
<td>999.99</td>
<td>999.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 2</td>
<td>666.66</td>
<td>666.66</td>
<td>668.24</td>
<td>668.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 3</td>
<td>666.66</td>
<td>666.66</td>
<td>667.34</td>
<td>667.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 4</td>
<td>666.66</td>
<td>666.66</td>
<td>664.42</td>
<td>663.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 5</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>199.65</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>199.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 6</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>201.85</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>201.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 7</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>202.42</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>201.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 8</td>
<td>199.98</td>
<td>199.88</td>
<td>199.98</td>
<td>200.467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 9</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>196.20</td>
<td>200.00</td>
<td>196.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Drop Ratio of ATN Applications: Case 1

- **Simulation results of Case 1**: Drop ratio of ATN traffic (measured at scheduler).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Traffic</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Observations**: since there is no significant congestion, the drop ratio is zero.
Queue Size Plot: Case 1 (Continued)

- **Observations:** since Case 1 is a ideal case, the average size of each queue is very small. BE queue has the largest jitter.
QoS Obtained by ATN Applications:

Case 2

- **Case 2:** Normal Priority traffic gets into congestion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source NO.</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Source Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>High Priority</td>
<td>1Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
<td>Medium Priority</td>
<td>0.666Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 6, 7, 8, 9</td>
<td>Normal Priority</td>
<td>0.6Mb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The amount of traffic with Normal Priority (3Mb) is greater than the corresponding scheduled link bandwidth (1 Mb) → Normal Priority traffic gets into congestion.
### Goodput of ATN Applications: Case 2

#### Results of Case 2: Goodput of each ATN source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Case 1 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 2 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 3 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 4 (Kb/S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 0</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 1</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 2</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>668.2409</td>
<td>668.4719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 3</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>667.3379</td>
<td>667.5270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 4</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>664.4189</td>
<td>663.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 5</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>199.6469</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>199.4790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 6</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>201.8520</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>201.9780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 7</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>202.4190</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>201.6840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 8</td>
<td>199.9830</td>
<td>199.8779</td>
<td>199.9830</td>
<td>200.4660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 9</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>196.2030</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>196.3920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Drop Ratio of ATN Applications: Case 2

Simulation results of Case 2: Drop ratio of ATN traffic (measured at scheduler).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.49982</td>
<td>0.49982</td>
<td>0.49982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.66564</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.66562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: the drop ratio of Normal Priority traffic is increased.
Queue Size Plot: Case 2

Queue Size vs. Time
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Queue Size Plot: Case 2 (Continued)

Observations:
- In this case, the high priority traffic has the smallest average queue size and jitter;

- The normal priority traffic has the biggest average queue size and jitter.
QoS Obtained by ATN Applications: Case 3

- Case 3: Medium Priority traffic gets into congestion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source NO.</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Source Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>High Priority</td>
<td>1Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
<td>Medium Priority</td>
<td>1.333Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 6, 7, 8, 9</td>
<td>Normal Priority</td>
<td>0.2Mb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The amount of traffic with Medium Priority (4Mb) is greater than the corresponding scheduled link bandwidth (2 Mb) → Medium Priority traffic gets into congestion.
## Results of Case 3: Goodput of each ATN source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Case 1 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 2 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 3 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 4 (Kb/S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 0</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 1</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 2</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.7242</td>
<td>668.4719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 3</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>667.3579</td>
<td>667.5270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 4</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>664.4199</td>
<td>663.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Normal</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 5</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>199.6469</td>
<td>200.3585</td>
<td>199.4790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 6</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>201.8520</td>
<td>200.0675</td>
<td>201.9780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 7</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>202.4190</td>
<td>200.8585</td>
<td>201.6840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 8</td>
<td>199.9830</td>
<td>199.8779</td>
<td>199.9890</td>
<td>200.4660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 9</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>196.2030</td>
<td>200.0089</td>
<td>196.3920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Drop Ratio of ATN Applications: Case 3

Simulation results of Case 3: Drop ratio of ATN traffic (measured at scheduler).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.49982</td>
<td>0.49982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.66564</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.66562</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Observations: the drop ratio of Medium Priority traffic is increased.
Queue Size Plot: Case 3 (Continued)

- Observations:
  - The high priority traffic has the smallest average queue size and jitter.
  - Note that both the queue size and jitter of medium priority traffic are greater than the other two's.
QoS Obtained by ATN Applications:
Case 4

- Case 4: Both Medium and Normal Priority traffic gets into congestion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source NO.</th>
<th>Source Type</th>
<th>Source Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0, 1</td>
<td>High Priority</td>
<td>1Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
<td>Medium Priority</td>
<td>1.333Mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,6,7,8,9</td>
<td>Normal Priority</td>
<td>0.6Mb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The amount of traffic with both Medium (4Mb) and Normal Priority (3Mb) is greater than the corresponding scheduled link bandwidth (2Mb, 1Mb) → Both Medium and Normal Priority traffic gets into congestion.
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Goodput of ATN Applications: Case 4

Results of Case 4: Goodput of each ATN source.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Case 1 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 2 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 3 (Kb/S)</th>
<th>Case 4 (Kb/S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 0</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 1</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
<td>999.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 2</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>668.2409</td>
<td>668.4719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 3</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>667.3379</td>
<td>667.5270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 4</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>666.6660</td>
<td>664.4189</td>
<td>663.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 5</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>199.6469</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>199.4790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 6</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>201.8520</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>201.9780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 7</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>202.4190</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>201.6840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 8</td>
<td>199.9830</td>
<td>199.8779</td>
<td>199.9830</td>
<td>200.4660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Src 9</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>196.2030</td>
<td>200.0039</td>
<td>196.3920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Drop Ratio of ATN Applications: Case 4

- Simulation results of Case 4: Drop ratio of ATN traffic (measured at scheduler).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of traffic</th>
<th>Case 1</th>
<th>Case 2</th>
<th>Case 3</th>
<th>Case 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.49982</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Priority Traffic</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.66564</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
<td>0.00000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Observations: the drop ratio of both Medium and Normal Priority traffic are increased.
Queue Size Plot: Case 4

- Observations:
  - In this case, the high priority traffic has the smallest average queue size and jitter;
  - The normal priority traffic has the biggest average queue size and jitter.
Observations

- **The high priority traffic** always has the smallest jitter, the smallest average queue size and the smallest drop ratio without being affected by the performance of other traffic.

- **The medium priority traffic** has smaller drop ratio, jitter and average queue size than **the normal priority traffic**.
The high priority traffic receives the highest priority; the medium priority traffic receives higher priority than normal priority traffic.

According to our simulation, the QoS requirements of ATN applications can be successfully achieved when ATN traffic is mapped to the DiffServ domain in the next generation Internet.
QoS in $\text{DiffServ}$

over $\text{ATM}$
Prioritized EPD

- DS service classes can use the CLP bit of ATM cell header to provide service differentiation.
- EPD does not consider the priority of cells.
- Prioritized EPD can be used to provide service discrimination.
- Two thresholds are used to drop cells depending on the CLP bit.
Buffer Management Schemes

- **EPD**
  - $QL < T$
    - Accept all packets.
  - $T \leq QL < N$
    - Discard all new incoming packets.
  - $QL \geq N$
    - Discard all.

- **PEPD**
  - $QL < LT$
    - Accept all packets.
  - $LT \leq QL < HT$
    - Discard all new low priority packets.
  - $HT \leq QL < N$
    - Discard all new packets
  - $QL \geq N$
    - Discard all packets
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OPNET Simulation Configuration

PEPD applied
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DS-ATM Protocol Stack

- AAL Layer marks the End of Packet.

- ATM_layer changes the CLP bit depending on the packet of the DS service.
- Support service differentiation in the ATM switch buffer.
- Change the buffer management scheme in the ATM_switch process to Prioritized EPD.

Mohammed Atiquzzaman, University of Dayton, Email: atiq@ieee.org
ATM_Switch Process

Implementes the PEPD buffer management to support service differentiation.
Source Rates

Object: node 0 <-> node 2 [0] >
point-to-point throughput (bits/sec)

Object: node 1 <-> node 2 [0] >
point-to-point throughput (bits/sec)
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Throughput

Throughput for Low Priority Cells

Throughput for High Priority Cells
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Queue Occupancy
Conclusion

- Prioritized EPD can provide differential treatment to packets in an ATM core network.

- OVERALL: The tasks have been completed successfully.

- Thanks to NASA for the support of this project.
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Goes for Real Time Applications
Networks with Differentiated Services

Task 6: Achieving QoS for TCP traffic in Satellite

Task 5: Multiplexing VBR over VBR

Task 4: Improving Explicit Congestion Notification

Overview
Window Reduced

- Two bits in TCP header: ECN Echo, Congestion
- Capable Transport
- Two bits in IP header: Congestion Experienced, ECN

implemented soon.

- Standardized in RFC 2481, expected to be widely
- Explicit Congestion Notification

Task 4: Buffer Management using ECN
Marking instead of dropping.

One possibility is to randomly mark at lower congestion levels. Random Early Detection (RED)

No standard action specified

RED Marking and Dropping
Simulation Model
Any larger threshold will result in unnecessary delay.
Any smaller threshold will result in link idling.
Any smaller buffer size will result in packet loss.

- set the threshold as $1/3$ of the buffer size;
- delay product;
- have a buffer size of three times the bandwidth;
- ECN routers should have a buffer size of three times the bandwidth;

In order to achieve full link utilization and zero packet loss, ECN routers should have a buffer size of three times the bandwidth.

Thresholds & Buffer Requirement
Setting the Threshold

\[ T = T_d \]
Threshold

Buffer Requirement for No Loss

ECN buffer size requirement

- Theoretical
- Simulation
more throughput unfaireness.

flows arriving when buffers are empty may get

less useful;

when congestion is severe the ECN signal is

when congestion is more severe the ECN signal is

congestion signals suffer the same delay as data;

Current ECN marks packets at the tail of the queue;

Problem with Mark Tail
Proposed Mark Front
Mark Front requires less buffer

Our theoretical bound is tight when threshold < rd

Buffer Requirement

Buffer size requirement
Threshold

Mark-Front improves the link efficiency for the same

Threshold

Link Efficiency
Unfairness
Product Networks

This is especially important for long-bandwidth delay avoidance lock-in phenomenon and improves fairness.

- Increases link efficiency
- Reduces the buffer size requirement

Mark-Front Strategy

Task 4: Summary of Results
Task 5: Multiplexing
Multiplexing (cont.)

- Real-time or high QoS traffics include voice over IP, virtual leased line, video over IP etc.
- Gain QoS
- Provide the needed QoS
- High network resource utilization or multiplexing
- "Simple" solutions to be deployed extensively in practice
Select the appropriate scheduling mechanism

Provide multiplexing rules: balancing QoS for the aggregates and multiplexing gain: find an optimized

How to characterize the output traffic

by applications

Models should be "practical", i.e. easy to be used

Different models and parameters

How to characterize IP traffic to be aggregated:

Problems
Find the best rules how to multiplex different IP traffics.
D-BIND/H-BIND Model

Leaky Bucket Model using Leaky Bucket Model to do simulation

deterministically or stochastically

Envelope-Based methods to specify the traffic, both

flows

How to characterize IP traffic
Envelope Concepts

- Definition: Let $A(t)$ be the arriving traffic, then
  
  Given traffic
  
  Empirical Envelope is the tightest envelope for a
  
  $0 < s < s^0$, for all $t > 0$, and $s^0 > 0$

- Interval $[t1, t2]$
  
  Represents the amount of traffic arrives during
  
  is the Empirical Envelope of $A(t)$.

- $E(t) = \max_{s > 0} A[s, s+t]$, for all $t > 0$

- Mathematic tool: Network Calculus to do Envelope

- Based derivation and analysis
\{t \cdot t^* + t^* \cdot t \} \Rightarrow \Rightarrow \text{min} = (t) \ast E \square

Multiple Leaky Bucket Model

E(t) = [A(s) \cdot s + t], \text{ where } A(t) \text{ is the arriving traffic rate}

E(t) = b + r \cdot t, \text{ where } b \text{ is the bucket size, and } r \text{ is the leaking traffic}

Most research work uses this model to characterize Leaky Bucket Model
Given by segments wise linear constraint function with $P$ linear segments, the model parameterizes a piecewise linear interval pairs, the model parameterizes a piecewise linear interval pairs. Given by every interval of length $I^k$. With $P$ worst-case rate over every interval of length $I^k$, where the rate $R^k$ is a bounding on traffic to the network via multiple rate-interval pairs. With the D-BIND model, sources characterize their traffic. Proposed by Edward Knightly and Hui Zhang.
D-BIND/H-BIND Model (cont.)

- Larger number of parameters to characterize the traffic
- Unrealistic to let users to accurately specify some on-line traffic measurement

Drawbacks:

- Better describe the correlation structure and burstiness for a given traffic (video, etc.)
- Better performance than leaky bucket model
- Better not to be too large. P=4 is good.
- Simulations have showed that, P, the number of pairs, needs not to be too large.

The Ohio State University
statistical multiplexing

- It uses D-BIND to characterize traffic and achieves

- H-BIND extends D-BIND

- BIND

- Multiplex Leaky Bucket Model is a special case of D-BIND/H-BIND Model (cont.)
Stochastic/Statistical Approaches

Deterministic Approaches

How to Get Characteristics of Aggregates of Several IP Flows
Deterministic Approaches

- Bandwidth utilization is low (under 50% with D-)
- Waste network resource

Drawback:

- Provide 100% QoS guarantees
- Consider worst case

BING (D)
Better network utilization.

Packet loss rate is smaller than 10^-6.

Probabilistic Guarantee. For example, to guarantee

\[ \text{NO 100\% Guarantee} \]

Stochastic/Statistical Approaches
(Cont.)

Stochastic/Statistical Approaches

Connection Admission Control Algorithms

- Refined Effective Bandwidths and Large Deviations
- Maximum Variance Approaches
- Loss Curve
- Additive Effective Bandwidths
- Average/Peak Rate Combinatorics

Enforceable Statistical Service

- Algorithm for Special-Purpose System (video on demand)
Connections and the trunk bit rates are larger inside the network, whereas the number of multiplexers and count on statistical multiplexing with VBR it is possible to let burst go through the absorption at the multiplexer.

With CBR overbooking is performed by burst.

More multiplexing gain.

Guarantees for QoS depend on multiplexing rules.

IP VBR, more complex multiplexing rules.

For QoS, no multiplexing gain.

IP CBR: simple multiplexing rules, provide guarantee.

CBR vS. VBR
Arian Dureau

\[ \text{Effective Bandwidth} \]

\[ \text{Output - CBR} \]

\[ \text{Example: For IETF traffic for } s \geq 0 \]

\[ e^d(\alpha) = \text{sup} \, e^d(\alpha) \text{ for } \alpha > 0 \]

\[ \text{if } C \geq e^d(\alpha) \text{ where} \]

\[ \text{a flow with arrival curve } \alpha \text{ guarantees a delay bound } D \text{ to the queue with constant rate } C \]

\[ \text{Specification:} \]

\[ \text{Arrival} \]

\[ \text{Poisson} \]

\[ \text{M/D/1, p, p'M/D, r} \]

\[ \{((D+p)/p'-M)/D\} \text{, max} \]

\[ \text{where} \]

\[ x = \frac{(D+p)}{p'-M} \]

\[ \text{and} \]

\[ \text{non statistically uniplexing gain} \]

\[ \text{with} \]

\[ e^d(\alpha) = \text{sup} \, e^d(\alpha) \]

\[ \text{for } \alpha > 0 \]

\[ \text{if } C \geq e^d(\alpha) \text{ where} \]

\[ \text{the queue with constant rate } C \text{ guarantees a delay bound } D \text{ to a flow with arrival curve } \alpha \]

\[ \text{Example: For IETF traffic for } s \geq 0 \]

\[ e^d(\alpha) = \text{sup} \, e^d(\alpha) \text{ for } \alpha > 0 \]

\[ \text{if } C \geq e^d(\alpha) \text{ where} \]

\[ \text{a flow with arrival curve } \alpha \text{ guarantees a delay bound } D \text{ to the queue with constant rate } C \]
VBR parameters that can carry the traffic. Also given a predicted traffic we can find the optimal

\[ \text{Again: } f_B(\alpha) > f_B(\alpha') \]

\[ C > f_B(\alpha) = \sup (\alpha(s) - B(s)) B \text{ s.t. } s \geq 0 \]

Output - CBR (cont.)
We can also optimize $S$ and $B$. Has at least a rate $p_0$.

Since, by definition of effective bandwidth, the CBR using a VBR trunk rather than a CBR is all benefit.

\[
0 \leq p = e^d(\alpha)
\]

From (1) $p \leq \frac{e^d(\alpha)}{s}$

\[
\begin{align*}
(s) & \quad (s) \\
B \leq & \quad B + S \leq S + (D + S) \quad (2)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
B: \text{burst tolerance} \quad P: \text{peak rate} \quad S: \text{sustainable rate} \quad (\text{for } o(t) = \min(P, S + B))
\]
33

Given a predicted traffic we can find the optimal VBR output - VBR
We can build the optimal buffer/bandwidth curve. We can calculate queue length.

and the peak rate p.

regulated: token rate p, token size q

each source is leaky bucket

CBR Multiplexer
increases the multiplexing gain.

Statistical service with even small loss probability

\[ P^2 = 6, \quad T^2 \sim T^1 \quad \text{o12} \]

are multiplexed \( C = 47 \) Mbps, \( p^2 = 0.15, \quad p^1 = 1.5, \quad p_1 = 0.15, \quad p_2 = 0.15 \).

The impact of burstiness when heterogeneous sources

\[
K_1 \quad 0 \quad 100 \quad 200 \\
0 \quad 100 \quad 200
\]

\[
K_2 \quad 0 \quad 100 \quad 200 \\
0 \quad 100 \quad 200
\]

CBR Multiplexer
connections and the trunk bit rates are larger.
Inside the network, where the number of
multiplier and count on statistical multiplexing
irreversibility at the multiplier.
With CBR overbooking is performed by burst
More statistical multiplexing gain than CBR
Advantages of using VBR trunks:

VBR Multiplier
Figure shows the advantage of statistical multiplexing.

Mean rate Mbps.

Lossless mux.

Statistical mux.

Input VBR flows:
- p=2 Mbps, b=0.5 Mbps
- X(buffer)=10 Mbps
- B (burst tolerance)=5 Mbps
- M (sustained)=peak/1.5
- Peak=11.5 Mbps
- Loss prob.=10-9

Connections of Number.
Connectors Grouped as VBR trunks

- No connection Grouping

Compare three type of multiplexing:

1) [Request [P, M, B] [Available [M, M, B]]

2) CBR CBR

3) CBR CBR

VBR VBR

R R

Rxy Rxy
significantly exceed the performance of CBR aggregation

Performance of VBR over VBR traffic aggregation can

Mean rate $m=0.05$

$p=0.05$

$p=0.2$ Mbps

Input:

$B=0.05$ Mbps, $X=1$ Mbps
$p=1.5$ Mbps

Smaller node in 3):

$X=1$ Mbps
$p=1.5$ Mbps

Smaller node in 2):

$X=10$ Mbps
$p=1.5$ Mbps N. con.

(2) and 3)

(1) and second stage of
Ratio P/M

Mean rate m=0.1

N = n.m

VBR Multiplexer
Simulations using Leaky Bucket Model

VBR over VBR better than CBR over CBR

Stochastic/Statistical Approaches

Deterministic Approaches

D-BIND/H-BIND Model

Leaky Bucket Model

Rules: Find an optimized solution

Models for input and output flows and multiplexing

Why IP multiplexing?

Task 5: Summary
Summary

Two vs. Three: Best Results
Level of Reserved Traffic
Traffic Types and Treatment
Buffer Management Classification: Types of RED
Key Variables

Forwarding in Satellite Networks

Task 6: Study of Assured
Key Variables

Coach Class
Business Class
First Class
Six bits = 64 different per-hop behaviors (PHB)

Marking = treatment (behavior) in rest of the net

Differentiated Services

Diffserv to standardize IPv4 ToS byte's first six bits

xp/d = f
(SLAS). Avoid signaling.

Marking based on static, Service Level Agreements.

They will standardize "per-hop Behaviors."

DS group will not develop services.

Best effort, controlled load, guaranteed service.

Transport: Delivery, Express Delivery…

Services: End-to-end, Voice, Video, Per-hop behavior = % of link bandwidth, Priority.

DiffServ (Cont)
Code point: 101 110

■ Highest data priority (IP priority queuing)

(Not affected by other data PHBs)

Policies: Arrival rate > Minimum Service Rate

■ Guaranteed minimum service rate

■ Similar to CBR

■ Virtual leased line

Also known as „Premium Service“

Expedited Forwarding
Similar to non-VR/ABR/CFR
Four Classes: No particular ordering

Assured Forwarding
Our goal is to identify results that apply to all cases.

**Network Configuration:**
- Excess TCP vs Excess UDP
- Congestion Sensitivity: TCP vs UDP

**Traffic Types and their Treatment:**
- RED parameters, implementations
- Tail drop or RED

**Buffer Management:**
- oversubscribed

- Percentage of green (reserved) traffic: Low, High

- Number of colors: One, Two, or Three

**Bandwidth Management:**

**Key Variables**
Classification

Buffer Management
Types of RED

Used in this study

Color-Aware RED as implemented in some products

SAMT

• Single Accounting Multiple Threshold

• Single Accounting Single Threshold

• Color-blind Random Early Discard (RED)

Total Queue

p(Drop)
More Fairness

More Complexity

Conclusion:

Types of RED (Cont)
Traffic Types and Treatment

- Give excess TCP better treatment than excess UDP
- UDP takes over all the excess bandwidth
- UDP is aggressive
- TCP competes with excess UDP
- Both TCP and UDP get their reserved (green) rates

Diagram:
- Reserved
- Excess
- 3-color
- 2-color
- UDP
- TCP
Overflowed packets are marked Red

All packets up to CIR are marked Green

Rate (CIR)

Information

Committed

Size (CBS)

Committed

TCP/UDP

Two Drop Precedences
Color Aware Excess packets overfill to next color

Green and Yellow buckets

Parameters: Token generation rate and bucket size for independence.

Tokens in Green, Yellow buckets are generated

Red Yellow

Three Drop Precedences
Level of Reserved Traffic

- If the green traffic is low
  ⇒ Behavior of TCP vs UDP impacts who gets excess
  ⇒ Need 3 colors + Need to give excess TCP yellow

+ Need to give excess UDP red colors

- No or little excess capacity
  ⇒ Two or three colors perform similarly

- If the green traffic is high
  ⇒ Percentage of reserved (green) traffic is the most important parameter
Simulation Configuration
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Link Parameters</th>
<th>DropTail</th>
<th>5 Mbps</th>
<th>1.5 Mbps</th>
<th>Between R2 and sink!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DropTail</td>
<td>250 µs</td>
<td>1.5 Mbps</td>
<td>From R2 to R1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED-n</td>
<td>250 µs</td>
<td>1.5 Mbps</td>
<td>From R1 to R2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DropTail</td>
<td>5 µs</td>
<td>1.5 Mbps</td>
<td>From R1 to Customer!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W marker</td>
<td>5 µs</td>
<td>1.5 Mbps</td>
<td>From Customer! to R1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DropTail</td>
<td>1 µs</td>
<td>10 Mbps</td>
<td>Customer! Between TCP/UDP &amp;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay Policy</td>
<td>B/W</td>
<td>B/W</td>
<td>Link</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link</td>
<td>Link</td>
<td>Link</td>
<td>Link</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simulation Parameters

- UDP Data Rate: 1.28 Mbps
- UDP Packet Size: 576 bytes
- TCP Packet Size: 576 bytes
- TCP Maximum Window: 64 packets
- TCP Flavor: Reno

Maximum Queue Length (For All Queues): 60 packets

\[ \frac{D}{w + \frac{\sum D}{w}} = \frac{\sum D}{w} \]

RED Queue Weight for All Colors: \( w = 0.002 \)

Single Accounting Multiple Threshold RED
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thresholds Drop</th>
<th>Red Probability</th>
<th>Green Probability</th>
<th>Green Tokens</th>
<th>Rate [Kbps]</th>
<th>Generation Configuration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}</td>
<td>{1}</td>
<td>{0.5}</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>179.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{0.1, 0.2}</td>
<td>{0.5}</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>153.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{0.2, 0.3}</td>
<td>{0.5}</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{0.3, 0.4}</td>
<td>{0.5}</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>102.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{0.4, 0.5}</td>
<td>{0.5}</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{0.5, 0.6}</td>
<td>{0.5}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{0.6, 0.7}</td>
<td>{0.5}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{0.7, 0.8}</td>
<td>{0.5}</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Two Color Simulations**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>through 2880</th>
<th>12.8</th>
<th>12.8</th>
<th>76.8</th>
<th>38.4</th>
<th>38.4</th>
<th>25.6</th>
<th>12.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[Kbps] Rate</th>
<th>Red Yellow</th>
<th>Yellow Green</th>
<th>Red Yellow</th>
<th>Packets in Bucket Size</th>
<th>Packets in Bucket Size</th>
<th>Green Token</th>
<th>Green Token</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generator Yellow Threshold Drop</td>
<td>Max Drop Probability</td>
<td>Packets</td>
<td>Size</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Three Color Simulations**
\[ 18.0 = \frac{(32 + 6 + 20)}{2} \]

\[ \Rightarrow \frac{(32 + 32 + 52)}{(3 + 3 + 5)} \]

\[ \text{Example: } 50/50, 30/10, 50/10 \leq 1, 3, 5 \]

\[ \frac{\frac{1}{2} \times \frac{n}{n}}{\frac{1}{2} (\frac{1}{n} \times n)} = \]

\[ \text{Fairness Index} \]

\[ \frac{10}{\frac{1}{O_1} - \frac{1}{L_1}} = \]

\[ \text{Normalized Throughput:} \quad \frac{1}{O_1} - \frac{1}{L_1} \]

\[ \text{the Fair Throughput (O_1, O_2, \ldots, O_n)} \]

\[ \text{Use any criterion (e.g., max-min optimality) to find} \]

\[ \text{Measured Throughput:} \quad (L_1, L_2, \ldots, L_n) \]

\[ \text{Fairness Index} \]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation ID</th>
<th>Fairness Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12000</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fairness Index - 3 colors
Bucket Size

Interaction between Green (Yellow) Rate and

What % of the Variation is explained by Bucket

What % of the Variation is explained by Bucket

What % of the Variation is explained by Green

Throughput:

Most Important Factors Affecting Fairness and

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) - Statistical tool

ANOVA
ANOVA FOR 2 COLOR SIMULATIONS

(Explains 14.8% of the Variation)

Interaction between Green Rate and Bucket Size

Bucket Size (Explains 19.2% of the Variation)

Green Rate (Explains 65.6% of the Variation)

Most Important Factors Affecting Fairness:
ANOVA FOR 3 COLOR SIMULATIONS

- Bucket Size (Explains 26.49% of the Variation)
- Interaction Between Yellow Rate and Yellow (Variation)
- Yellow Bucket Size (Explains 38.96% of the Variation)
- Yellow Rate (Explains 41.36% of the Variation)
- Most Important Factors Affecting Fairness:
Two vs Three: Best Results
Summary

Task 6: Summary

I. The key performance parameter is the level of green

2. If reserved traffic is high or if there is any overbooking, two and three colors give the same fairness than two colors

3. If the reserved traffic is low, three colors give better throughput and fairness

4. Classifiers have to distinguish TCP and UDP

Excess UDP = Red
Excess TCP = Green
Reserved TCP/UDP = Yellow

5. RED parameters and implementations have significant impact.
Project Status Report Part II

Data Networks: Generation Next

Applications over Next G0S for Real Time
Overview

Direct:
Conducted by Chun Lei Liu, Wei Sun, and Dr. Arjan
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Task 5: Circuit emulation using MPLS

Improvements

Task 4: Explicit congestion notification
Window Reduced

- Two bits in TCP header: ECN Echo, Congestion
- Capable Transport

Implemented soon.

- Standardized in RFC 2481, expected to be widely
- Explicit Congestion Notification

Task 4: Buffer Management using ECN
RED Marking and Dropping

Marking instead of dropping.

One possibility is to randomly mark at lower congestion levels. Random Early Detection (RED)

No standard action specified

Queue size

max

Probabilty marking

no action marking

Dropping
Threshold & Buffer Requirement

- Any larger threshold will result in unnecessary delay.
- Any smaller threshold will result in link idling.
- Any smaller buffer size will result in packet loss.
- Set the threshold as 1/3 of the buffer size.
- Delay product
- Have a buffer size of three times the bandwidth
- In order to achieve full link utilization and zero packet loss, ECN routers should
Setting the Threshold

Threshold \( T = \text{rd} \times \text{Rate} \times \text{Delay} \)
ECN buffer size requirement

Buffer Requirement for No Loss

Threshold

Theoretical simulation
Problem with Mark Tail

Mark Tail

Flow arriving when buffers are empty may get

Less useful,

When congestion is more severe, the ECN signal is

Current ECN marks packets at the tail of the queue:

more throughput

unfairness.
Proposed: Mark Front

Simulation Analysis has shown that mark-front strategy alleviates TCP's discrimination against large RTTs.

- Avoids lock-in phenomenon and improves fairness,
- Increases link efficiency,
- Reduces the buffer size requirement.
Mark front requires less buffer when threshold ≥ rd.

Our theoretical bound is tight when threshold ≥ rd.

Buffer Requirement
Mark-Front improves the link efficiency for the same threshold.
Product networks

This is especially important for long-bandwidth delay
avoids lock-in phenomenon and improves fairness

Increases link efficiency,

Reduces the buffer size requirement,

Mark Front Strategy

Task 4: Summary of Results
Both voice and data customers use leased lines. Leased lines are a major source of revenue for carriers.

Telecommunications Today
There is a pressure on carriers to provide native IP services.

ATM is not being adopted in the enterprise.

Carriers are switching to ATM.
customers on both ATM and IP based equipment
It is important to provide leased line services to

(equipment) MPLS works with both technologies
MPLS will provide the glue to connect ATM and IP

Carriers will switch to IP routers and switches

Telecommunications Future
CBR over IP
data traffic (OK for slightly bursty voice traffic)
bucket are not additive and not good for highly bursty
bucket rate leaky bucket or token
Traditional methods such as leaky bucket or token
aggregation for multiple sources)
many requirements as indicated next (including
the first problem in this project. The solution has
What these limits are and how to best specify them is
How much variation from the straight line is OK?
CBR is defined by limits on burstiness and rate
CBR over IP (cont)
How to combine multiple CBR sources?

Aggregation
How to combine multiple VBR sources?

Aggregation of VBR Sources

VBR source 1

VBR source 2

I + 2
Find the best rules how to multiplex different IP traffic.

Rate

Burst

Optimized Solution
Current Work Status

- Study to propose better model
- Will work on D-BIND/H-BIND model later on
- For example: Multiplexing voice over IP
- Input traffic scenarios
- Find the optimized multiplexing solution for different
- Using Leaky Bucket Model to do simulation
Specification

2. Circuit emulation requires better models for traffic

1. Explicit congestion notification can be improved with

Summary
Thank You!